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THE DISCOVERY OF LEADERSHIP FOR RELlOIODS EDUCATION l!l'’TIlE
LOCAL CHURCh'aND COMJiOTltY.
Chapter I.
general Factors- in Seourlng Leadership in the Field of
Religious Eduoation'.
In all leadership recruiting there are five outstanding- general 
factors which must be carefully considered. The public must first be 
informed as to the real purpose and motive of the movement." Such informa- 
tion will be given through a united effort of all churches and religious 
organizations and through the vocational guidance movement. United reli­
gion will accomplish this through the church and religious press.-;, the church 
pulpit and religious platform, and the secular press and pl-atform. The 
vocational guidance movement will give such information, with other voca­
tional information, through the religious agencies^ of vocational committees 
and advisors in the local church, through*inspirational and vocational con­
ferences, conventions, camps, etc., and through religious vocational litera­
ture. The secular agencies usable in spreading vocational information are: . 
public school vocational advisors, vocational literature from secular 
sources and college and university vocational advisors and oi^anizatioris.
The final agency of vocational information is that of the prol'essional 
vocational guidance specialist who gives all of h'is time and thought to 
that field.
The second general .factor is that religious education shall 
demand a movenent and organizat.ion w>^iqh ia worthy of a.ll public attention. 
Such organization principles as utility, simplicity and workableness,. »
(8)
¥ \
econon^ effort and J^eadership, democracy and "team work" must be exempli-
^ ^ ^ ^ — t
fied. Again, such adequate and fitting recognition as is their due should
be accorded all leaders of religion in all functions and church life, that
^ r V r * ' '
iheir work a'nd calling may be exalted to the proper place,
^ Another factor is that'the public viewpoint .must be altered’.so
tbat^co'^rses in the social ^jpiences.morals, religion and ethics will find 
their right.f.ul place, in the courses, of jstudy in.p^r rei,.igious ins^titutions
9
of learning, if not in ^1^ qthers. ^ ^ »
» - - • > r -; « >v'
Finally, a personal, definite life work decision is absolutely 
necessary for each one contemplating this field before he enters.
Chapter II.
Available Souroe-s^for Efftoient Le^ership in the Fi^ld
of Religious Education.
“t * j*»3 ^ f' " i' *■
Available sources besides that of importing trained leaders in 
the field of religious education may be classified under two general
f* • • i
headings,- sources within the church and sources outside the church in the 
community. The two chief sources within the church are (1) the group of 
those who are already leaders but have the capacity and characteristics 
for more effective leadership in a new and more' efficient program and (2)
‘.4 '
people of the church or church school who have capacity and equipment
I* • ^ <^1.*
which have never been discovered and used therein. ‘ Sources of leadership
in the community are many and varied. The sources are: present public
. » “ * . r 5 • ^ ♦ '>
school teachers, college and normal school graduates in the coiranunity who
^ ^ f f -.O- 4 y .
are not in service; students in nearby hi^er institutions who are in-
•i { * V * - rt ^ ^ ' f. -
terested and experienced in religious education; ex-public school teachers 
who havd retired from their schools; business and professional n»n and
woman; new-comors in the coirmunlty \Tith previous experience and trein- 
inq; or with a willingness f’or snch service; peoDle of t^e comT-nnitv who 
ar® snecialists or ^ho make ”hohbi«s" of research, music, art, voice cul­
ture, drama, reedin'^, electricity, oaq;eantrv and other lines usable in a 
relic^i’^us educat'^on nro^ram; worthy non-relic^iona and indencndent t^uilds, 
clubs and societi'^s; vounr; Deoole of hi»;h school a<?e; youna; neople from 
eie;ht0en to twenty-four years of ao:e; individuals already lendini; finan­
cial and personal sunnort to the moveirent who may be persuaded to q:ivo all 
to this field; and loaders from Y. M. C. A.'s and Y. W. C. A.'s or other 
community organizations who will give part-time service or who might be 
brought to choose this service for life investment.
Chapter III.
Usable Agencies in Presenting Peligious Education as a 
Worthy Field for T.ife Service.
The three gri^at agencies usable in presenting the field of reli- 
gioijB education as a worthy field for life service are fl) the vocational 
guidance movement, (2) the local church committee on education and (3) the
co’^rmanitv committee on religious education. The growth of vocational
guidance has been phenomenal. Its aims and purposes are: to make a care­
ful study of each individual; to give an unprejudiced survey of all voca­
tions to every pupil; to give helpful and s:^pathetio advice in vocational 
matters; to cooperate vdth the pupil in every way possible in his choice 
of and preparation for a vocation, continuing the cooperation as he enters 
and progresses in the chosen field. Its program as outlined ist a school 
program broad, wide and flexible enough for every pupil’s needs; all
studies related, if possible, to vocational n^eds of pupils; life-career
classes in every grade from fourth into college; individual counsel for
eveicy-chlld; unified city organizations; cooperation with all agencies
affording 'Vocational information; .adequate vocational training for school
and working pupils; progressive improvement of, commerce and industry; the
training of .yooational^lea^era; and a legislative j)rograra,^if^necessary
and’ poss^blp..^ The present^movement includes public school vooational
guidance,,^jograms,with trained directors and advisors, vocational classed '
%
.and organizations, vocational conferences, conventions end canps. More­
over, colleges and universities have prpgrams and agencies similar to 
those ip. the. public schools. The vocational.expert has started a now 
profeesipn. .Vocational, literature is_ growing papidly in quantity and 
worth. The future church will cooperate in the public school vocational 
program. But until that time comes, she must provide similar agencies for 
the vocational gi:iidanoe of her children and youth. The committee on educa­
tion in the church has an important function to perform. Among other 
duties,’-it-^st* recruit leaders for the church school; .through vooational 
information, ^r9Cords .on, p^pspectiye leaders tactful approach and pre-
■"i-entation, it will r.qccuit ,a^ personnel for training agencies. The cora- 
munityj-committee or to^rd of religious_education will introduce their pro­
gram :bhtough,.yooai.ional literaturelook-out committees in the several 
-H^churches^and pp^ponpl presentation.
, - Chapter IV.
The Scientific Method in Securing Leaders for'Religious Education.
2 ' jiv St.' < 7. . r- * - >
Scientific methods applied .to^ the problem of securing, leaders 
have made available .certain instrument^^hioh can be used in satisfying
1
■A*
the two great demands of all ^rthy vocational guidance,^namely, survey or 
analysis of self and. close investigation of all possible vocations* 'The 
first comes through the ..self analysis blank which is an instrument to,guide 
one in a thorough personal analysis; i^he second comes through .the requisite 
blank which states the personal and prpfessional equipment necessary to the 
best success in certain fields, the job-analysis which gives the working 
technique of the different possibly vocations and surveys which give a 
bird’s-eye view of the fieldv.%e inceniives-toirard'the“field, *the'nature 
of thO field itself, the opportunities in the field, the demands made upon 




The Training of t^a^ershi'p for Religious Education in
the LooaX (^uroh and dommunity*
When considering, the training’of prospective leaders, there are 
certain general factors which must be*borne in mind* The first factor to 
be considered is the church’s obligations to leaders. They are; (1) • 
Careful supervision which consists of competent direction and supervision 
in all work‘j complete records on all leadersj encouragement, inspiration 
and help to all leaders, opportunities and incentives to keep abreast of 
the field, receptiveness to suggestions and plans of leaders and adequate 
equipment in agreeable working conditions; (2^ the immediate placement of 
leaders in position'as d'o'^rr'as'they complete their training; and (S) d:,he 
.worthy recognition in all church life and, in some oases, financial remun- * 
eration due to those in 'such a position and calling. The second general 
factor is the tremendous importance of maintaining the highest standards
13
for the future good of the movement. The third general* factor, important 
both to lea'dera themselves and in rocruit^ing new'leaders, is^'the necessity 
of a growing professional spirit among those engaged in religious education 
work. The last general factor is the absolute necessity of keeping reli­
gious education religious, if the movemsnt is to fulfill its purpose.
Chapter VI.
Agencies and Institutions for Training Leadership for the
Field of Religious Education.
The agencies and Institutions for training leadership for the 
field of religious education are numerous. They are classed generally under 
three heads, (1) popular agencies, (2) professional agencies and (S) aca- , 
demic’institutions. Popular agencies are: (1) those offering teacher 
training diplomas, such as teacher training classes in local churches for 
prospective leaders and for present leaders, conanunity training classes, 
schools of ^rinfeiples und feethods, eonaminity training schools - Class B- 
and requisite schools; (2) those offering professional diploma courses, • 
such as cominunity training schools - Class A - and summer schools of col­
leges an^ universities; and (3) those of specialized training, such as 
Bible study courses. Association schools. International Older Girls* and 
Older Boys* Conferences, institutes, reading circle courses and correspond­
ence courses. Professional agencies for training leaders are: training ^ 
schools of the normal school type; colleges of religious education; 
graduate schools of religious education and religious education departments 
in ,the schools of theology. The final agencies are academic institutions .
offering soma general religicjis education courses in their curriculum, 
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‘INTRODOCTION.
“nie supreme cal'l -of the present is for leadership. From 
every quarter, phase and'irallc of life comes that, call for capable men 
and'iroman tb'lead and‘direct’^reat enterprises'and movements,' enterprises 
irhioh areJ'retVrded'in a great forward moveme^it until such a leadership can 
be“8eoured and the future siiccess' of which is.“dependent upon their ability 
to Supply sudh'leaders. ‘Thus; every great and-wide-awake concern with 
the future o'utlook is making ‘every effont to provide a capable and well- 
trained leadership. - - .
In the field of religious education the call for leadership is 
more pronounced than In any other field. Hie reasons for this are obvious 
in that the movement, as yet eomparatiyely young, has swept this country 
and the world with amasing rapidity. In the past ten years the religious 
education msvement hafi swept^tHis country'from coast to coast. Now the 
progress of thb movement is Retarded until the ^necessfiry hundreds of 
thousands of trained and efficient leaders ^are recruited for the task of 
promoting and leading the-nations into this vast and vital field. The 
nature of the movement -is such that an efficient- and well-trained leader­
ship is the predominating requirement for* advancement. The demand in this 
field, is the more urgent because *it is a pioneer and unexplored field. 
There is a need not-,only for^^aagn ^nd women who-can-lead in this movement 
but also for experts who can and will devote- their time and thought to the
formulation and' testing or methods and standards, of the highest possible 
efficiency and attainment. ‘ *
The i^erican pubj-ic school systoTii is regarded as liQing among the 
greatest, if not the. greatest .school system ifi world education today. In 
this cquntry we^pride ourselves in the .progress and efficiency attained in 
public school methods and^standards and the promised .attainments of the 
future. But regardless of ;the .age of public education as compared with 
religious education and the high standards, great attainments and future 
prospects-of the former^ ih^ modern religious Education movement is not 
content to excuse itself or? any s'cof^e when corripared Vith the present 
public school system. ' The" movement mustWlield to’equally high standards; 
it must -be'foi^ded-'tb compare'fdvofabry wTtVl pubYio education, for other­
wise it' is not adequately prepared for its high mission and task. Our 
standards in every detail must be as high as the highest .public educa­
tional standard's' and* wenr Higher, If possible.
The efficiency of our present public school system is very large-
f ’ . j
ly due to a capable and efficient leadership, which fact accentuates the 
need for a similar capable leadership in religious education. LeadeVs j
must .know not only their own. field in^ a thorough manner but also the last 
word secular-education .as weM-. '• Indeed, they must be able to take their 
place in any educational conference or discussion and prove themselves and 
the cause they represent as worthy of the-confideqce and support of skepti­
cal and doubtful public educators-^ .^Methods must H®-so thorough, sound, 
p*actical, scientific and resultant, that the npvement will not only compare 
favorably iTith, bjit als,o gain the sympathy and cooperatiorj of the. publio 
schools, correlating the two systei^ of education. Education is a unified
4
process.* The lews of mind demand the close correlation of the secular j
and religious schools. Thus, it is not ours to beg the issue, but to in- \
sist upon measuremsnt and comparison by the same high standards found in
‘ ‘ E * 1
present day public education and to desire and expect that the movement be 
made equally efficient. To accomplish such ends in this new and more 
difficult field, the leaders must be even more efficient and better 
trained than those in other fields.
Thus, the call in the i'ield of religious education is for leaders 
who are capable of carrying on a world-wide movement-of education in morals 
and religion, leaders ,irho .are capable.-of taking iiheir place in any form of 
educational discussion epd. of -giving honorable account of themselves and 
the ^movement, Such leaders must have the same carefully planned courses 
of training and background, plus the facts concerning the child*s religious 
life for which the public school teacher has no need. Moreover, they re­
quire some personal characteristics and equipment whijsh a^re non-essential 
fpr leaders,secular ' * *
» h**' *’ Z* 7'^ 0 ^"This is the call for leaders, fdr stropg men, for young men of
“■‘vL
of education. It is the call to the woman in her new day of opportunity. 
No waste scatters such woeful disasters as neglect and incompetence in re- 
ligious teaching. No conservation of resources nurtures such riches aa
«■ ^ m.
the preservation of the spiritual nature of the child. Ihese are days of
\ *
doubt, times of unfcest, an age of luxury; the problems are stern. The 
very fiber and heart of American life are in danger of moral degeneration. 
Are the -lay—leaders-of—religion broad enough and strong enough to meet the 
crisis? Can* they' tea'ch^ the--Bible ’in the fuli light of mo<ierli‘'8chdlarship
18
■with a loving reverence? Can they in-terpret social living amid the 
fiercest struggles of the present day, and In the spirit of Christ?
Then can they mold the new type of Christian character: the man of clear 
faith in God who sees' this world as the kingdom of Christ, Religious 
leaders -with this strength and skill will give to America its Christian
i ^ A
masters^
"The religiousS problem hol-ds the^ future of America. If 
Christianity’-fail here, it is because, multitudes of man.have, played the 
coward in their Master*s sights -.Ghristi'an-patriotism- calls upon strong ^ 
men, busy men,' the young man from college, the young man of rare talent, 
to serve the church and nation. There never was a time -when such numbers 
of young people were asking for an opportunity to serve, and when the ap­
peal for the unselffsh life^has evoked a response^from-so many hearts.
The church has lacked a stimulating interest jind. an intellectual breadth 
in her appeal.- She has invited to small fidelities; she has been too 
much occupied in saving herself. Now the call comes to make schools of 
religion a mighty force in the church and a saving agency in the nation.
- J-- • f - -f
New ranges of moral energy are at her command; new foes and difficulties
are on every side; but it is her duty to offer a work so rich and varied,
so to breathe the Christian spirit into everyday life, so to interpret the
c
full message of the Bible, so to guide the social activities and instincts 
that the most daring and eager spirits will say, *Here is a distinct 
field of service and a definite mission for the strongest.*"
l"The Training of Sunday School Teachers and Officers", McElfresh, p..10
2 M II It II » » " » '* p. 214
s
The present religious education movement is in its infancy. Be-
^0 ** . “ * % . j.'*} '
cause of its short life very little time and thought have yet been given to
its more specific problems. All who are acquainted with the movement are
' ^ s * . *
aware that if it is to accomplish the desired ends, there is an absolute
need of thousands of trained and capable leaders to conduct it in its for­
ward sweep. But not to out knowledge have any definite plans and sug­
gestions for supplying the necessary capable leaders in the local church 
and oonmunity been sot forth by anyone. We recognize this as a pioneer 
work in a new phase of a new movement. Bforeover, we know that the solu­
tion of the problem of recruiting and training an efficient leadership will 
determine the very growth and success of religious education, and failure 
to make adequate provision fori such leadership supply can but spell failure 
for the moveznent. Therefore, we hold that there is a vast need for informa­
tion and suggestions in this phase of the movement - hence this attempt to 
supply that need.
^ Itie purpose of this thesis is to aid local churches end comnwnity 
organizations in supplying worthy leaders in the field of religious educa­
tion by acquainting them with the factors which are closely related to 
leadership discovery and training, the sources of leadership supply, the 
means of recruiting and the agencies for'training. It is hoped that this 
first attempt in a vital field will be helpful, at least in some small 
measure, to those who are seeking a solution to the leadership supply 
problem.
In this thesis tre are to deal with those leaders who will con­
fine their work to the local church and ooimnunity. Throughout this dis­
cussion the term "leaders” will apply to those whose major emphasis in- 
Tolres instruction, as in the ease of teachers, and those whose major 
function is not instruction, but supervision.
THE DISCOVERT OF LEADERSHIP FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
IN THE LOCAL CHURCH AND COlflJUNITY
CHAPTER I.
Oreneral Factors in Securing Leadership in the
Field of* Religious. Education^
CHAPTER I.
general Factors In Seeuriitg' Leadership In the 
Field' of: Religloug Education-. .*■>
r j > .• L ;
There are a number of general factors -whioh are related to and
-C.d-. f" 't ' ''1'*^.
which enter into the task of securing efficient leaders in the field of
^ ‘ ' ‘ tor » V
religious education* These factors must be not only recognized but also 
emphasized and must find a large place in a successful campaign for re- 
oruiting leadership in this field. Five outstanding factors will be
considered in this chapter^
' r - c
I. An Informed Public.
\ The modern religious education movement has been largely con-
■»' , Ml' '‘r ■
fined tp the past ten years. This short duration 'of the movement has
'( J ‘h« rjr- -- t>- <
been marked by an amazingly rapid growth and spread over this continent 
and in other parts of the world* The result is that very few people are 
acquainted with its true character. The answers to questions concerning 
its nature, plans and aims are as numerous and diverse as are the people
' ”, I- n —11.
questioned. As a movement whose sole interest is centered' in sill the
people and whose success, leadership supply and followers must come through
j *s. c j-e Vs ,
the support and cooperation of the people, religious education must make
'• ^ if* ^*'c*o*‘
every possible effort to acquaint every man, wo^ian and’child of this coun-
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try and the world with its nature, aim, purpose and plans and to convince
! 1 ■* t
them of its ability to supply a latent need in their lives and the lives 
of their- posterity. Until'-such' information is made coranon to 'all people, 
the true nature and purpose^ nf the movement will be frequently misunder­
stood and progress retarde(f. One can readily see the relationship of 
this phase to the supply of leaders. People will not be interested in or 
brought to' consider a field’ for possible^ life service when theV know little 
or nothing 'about it and are ^unable 'readily^- to' sec'Ure «suoh ‘inforbation.
Again, parents and frierids*. If uninformed concerning the .txee^-nature and 
purpose* of the field," would .be- prone to Aiee every means -possible to -divert 
the plans of children who were contemplating entrance into such a vocation. 
The idea of leadership- in thp field ,of- religious- education as' a ll-fe service 
is a new one. It rauat be placed before the people in such a worthy and 
compelling manner-that it will attract, convince-and.hold. It must be 
’’sold” to the *people>/ .The dire-need, hnd opportunity for religious leader­
ship must be kept constantly before-the-people of the .future until "that 
nee'd and opportunity are commonly'knbwff* ancl'cotoon subject matter, until 
it is a natural occurence for young people to accept this challenge for 
life service, uAtil their decisions are sanctioned by parents, elders and 
friends and such vocations are encouraged and held up as worthy and most 
honoj^able fields for life service. When* religious education occupies 
such a place in our thought and life, countless young people will gladly
► i -
consecrate their liyb*8~ in this grefifTbause. Thus, a dynamic factor in 
securing leadership is an informed public and the following agencies are
suggested for acquainting the public with the religious education move- 
ment, its history, plans and purposet-
A* * . ^ Ujilted Effort by all Churches and Religious. Org^ni-zations.
Religious education, as. the name implies, is a religious movement 
fostered by an<3 centered in the church. Every denomination and eect has 
recognized the importance of teaching religion to its people’and community. 
Denominations are rapidly recognizing and sanctioning the purpose and: plans
of the modem religious eduoationrnbvement to bring religi'&n to every- 
single individual in the'’nation as a vital'* and necessary require!«nt for 
good'‘citizenship. Such a movenbnt demands and must have the unreserved 
support of the united churches and religious organizations of the country 
in putting over its program. One church, denomination or r^igious or- 
ganJ.zation can do little by itself. It will require the combined efforts 
of all to make the movement a success. A unified and well planned effort 
imist be made \>v every church and' religious organization 6'f the country if 
the people are adequately to be made acquainted with the nature and,pro­
gram of the movement. This program can be launched if such organizations 
make use of the resources at' their cprtimand. There are three outstanding 
agencies at the disposal of united religion for the^accomplishment of such 
a task, viz., the church and religious* pres^s-, the,church pulpit and reli­
gious platform, and the secular .press and. platform*. ^
r. The church*and'religious press.
The church and religious press offers one of the most satisfac-
*tory means of informing the public. Especially is this true for'those /
f-
of the church-going public who read religious literature. All are aware 
of the place of publicity and advertising in the business world. Rot only 
is such publicity employed dn advertising articles and concerns but much 
space is also given to present day advertising for leaders in the industrial 
world. The idea of conoDercialized advertising methods is not sanctioned in 
the field of religion, for such procedure would doubtless cheapen tho field 
and vocation; but it seems evident that appropriate and wisely directed 
information regarding the religious .education movement and its opportuni­
ties should be given large place in religious literature, and would pro^e 
a tremendous factor in its expansion. Readers should be made acquainted 
with the need, history, nature"^, purposeprogress and promise of the move­
ment, and its vital relationship to themselves and mankind in general. 
Christian people everywhere, especially the young people^who must choose a 
vocation in lifO, should know the field, its challenge and opportunities, 
for from them must we expect our major support and from their homes will 
come the majority and cream of the movement's leadership.
In this brief space it is hardly possible to set forth suggestions 
for the form and content of such a program of information. That will be 
a .distinct problem for experts in that field. But, in passing, we suggest 
a motivating and inspiring slogan to head up such a campaign: ''Become a 
worker with the immortal souls of menl"^ is taken from Sec-
V
tion III of the -book entitled "Teaching the ^Teacher", Tfhicli section ^as 
written by Dr. W. S,. Ajihearn.i The entire section of the-above-mentioned 
hook, to be quoted, later in this thesis, has already been .^dely used with
^"Teachine a Teacher", Section III, Boyd, Machen, Athearn, ifobinson,
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good results, by some outstanding denominational^ publications in point­
ing out this field, its challenge and opportunities for life ,investment.
No doubt such slogans and articles will be of much use, through the reli­
gious press of tl\e future, in spreading information concerning this field. 
Tifhen they find a place in our common .thought life similarj-tq that of our 
present day cotfimercialized slogans, the results will be readily observed 
in an informed public end a wprthy response to the call for leaders in re­
ligious and morals.
2. The church pulpit and religious pla'tform.
The church pulpit and religious platfoiiQ are also powerful 
agencies of information. NBrnisters and men who speak from pulpits and re­
ligious platforae “Will be instrumentbl to a large degree “in acquainting the 
public with 4hiai moveaeai. In many cases our ministers and religious 
leaders' are. Vs yet, quite as uninformed* of* and unfamiliar with the modern 
religious education mcvement as are their hearerw.' Thus, the necessary 
mehns of informing them and keepinV ChWta-up to date must be employed. Re­
ligious education courses in schools of theology and other institutions 
for training Christian leaders will insure such knowledge to those men who 
are now in attendance, while summer courseq, conferences, eonventiops and 
the religious^press are agencies which can be utilised in informing thqse 
already in the field. Addresses on this subject are now finding a place 
in almost every conference and gathering^ of ministers and religious leaders
The’ future wide-awake ministdi* andf’ Christian leaders wilT find a 
worth-while task in using thefr-^oppop’tlinitietf' for* ihfdrbdng the ‘public of
this field. By sharing whole-heartedly in the propagation of^the reli­
gious education ncTT-eraent such inen are not only fulfilling their Christian 
duty, hut are grasping the one means of aiding in the perpetuation of the 
church and. Christianity. Christian education solicits the cooperation 
and help of every minister and leader in the Christian field to aid in
informing the public regarding its^^ program. Such information may he 
1
given through eermons, addresees, and frequent references to the subject 
at every opportune time. .. TTith the cooperation and help of these nan, 
the movenent not only secures a necessary ally and valuable assistance 
in acquainting the public with the program, but also enjoys the authority 
and prestige idiich comes with the sanction and nwssage of the pulpit and 
platform of religious leaders in other fields. Leaders in the field of 
religious education can aid in informing the public by occupying the pulpit 
and religious platform whenever possible, giving to the people that dyna­
mic touch which comes from direct contact with the field. The religious 
education movement will not negledV‘the church pulpit and ^reli'gious plat­
form as an important agency for extending its cause.
3^.^ The:^"SB^cLu]:-ar press:: an^-P^abfgrm.. ^
Hie secular press is an agency which has not been utilized to any
f
considerable extent ty the church. In fact, the church ^las seemed to seek 
every opportunity to keep all happenings and^ subjects concej-ning religion- 
from the secular press. And, when such subjects have found their way into 
print, it is usually from unreliable and irresponsible sources which dis­
tort and juggle facts and happenings as they choose. In this neglect the 
church and religion have not Only suffered from misrepresentation, but a
poirerful means of informing-th'e-public asrta the program and progress of 
religious matters has gone unheeded. The fact that worthy religious sub­
ject matter is now finding a place in. much of our beat secular literature 
is gratifying, and promises to open an avenue of great help to the cause 
of Christianity. As stated previously, we do not advocate commercialized 
advertising for tha movement of religious education, nor do we stand for
eioassive comment and exhibition of the field and its work - or any other 
phase of Christian work. But worthy articles and^information, in keeping 
with the spirit of the ^cause, should find_ a place in the best of our secu­
lar literature and thus acquaint ^people with the nature and progress of the 
movement. In like manner we advocate the use of the secular platform, un­
der favorable olrcumstanpes and conditions, as a means fo_r public enlighten­
ment and iaforiHation. Th© «se of these factors ^st, of course, be con­
fined to those situations y^^ich are worthy of the massage and movement. 
Furthermore, the .presentation of such infopnatiqu must b? entrusted only 
to deserving and representative spaakersTwhot'have sensed ‘its true motive and 
function. Trustworthy and capable men cAn gain, through this, means, the 
attention of people who cannot otherwise be reached - in mqst cases, those 
people who are mast in need of such information. Thus., we. suggest, the 
secular press and platform, when used judiciously,'^ as valuable agencies 
which can and should.be utilized when possible dn*the effort to. inform the 
public as to the merits of the religious education movement.
(
B. Vocational Information.'k ^ ^
^ ■‘r -« '1. Religious agancle^T^ ^ ' .. - it cv ■, >"i
Another age'ricy'Wliich'' promises t-b ^h^conw ia’-Cfe'mehdo^s 'faoto'f in
. 'j . 't , i rij. 'o -1 i 1"’ r T">tthe religious education movement is vocational guidance. Among other
.1 *1 p rr*i ^ -
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phases of the work of the veoational guidance movement, which will be dis-
cussed more fully later in this thesis, is that of vocational information.
^1, »-*' \ , w 15" *» ' ' < - '
The movement seeks, among other things, to inform our youth as to the
< ^ '' V i' .t* »* ^ "
character and nature of all vocations for life work. One can readily see
•• - < -f , "• ir "' ^ u" iV'rn
that religious education with its cleqr-ringing challenge” and vast oppor-
tunities for- service^ and usefulness wilr readily find its place in the 
'long list of vocations, as it has already begun to do. Thus, in the voca­
tional* ’guidance', which is rapidly sweeping the country, we have an ^enoy 
through -shioh our youth will con© to know that this* is an attractive and 
worthfdiile field for service. The church and religious organizations are 
already awakening to the vast importance of such a movement and, in a small
> 1 Ui ' f *• t c s a*'**
measure, are beginning to utilise it. In Chapter III of this thesis, its
- '
future place in religion will be discussed. In t)^is discussion the agencies 
utilized in vocational information are divided into two groups - the reli-
, ' ' ' * Hi
gious agenoiea and the secular. Among the religious c^encies, are vocation-
’ ’ ' O' *41
al .coBsnittees and advisors in the local church, inspirational and vocational
^ •'I ' ‘ ‘ !■> J
conferences, conventions and camps under religious direction, and Christian
' - »*i V *** Tf* r* ’ I *1 -
vocational literature.
- ta w a'. .Vocational bonBiitteea arid ^visors in'*t>he Icycaf^'church • L&iny 
local churches have, crocati-onal-■committees which*Jare .ffiore»oor beaTs^'infbrmed 
-concerning the, field of vocgational- guidance and which-have -to. do, with the
i
'•mi
l^fe, se.r.vice of .th^-yoisn^ people,. ^ ^The function* ^ajich. pornn^tee,8 3^^ to 
aid the youth;^.f-the church in, securing, an sjiirvey. ,pf lif e voca­
tions And the,n to cooperate in the^ choice and preparation fpr. life^ service. 
The, different duties of committee wiljL he^ dealt with^ in a more com­
plete manner in Chapter. Ill, but suffice^ it to pay here that cme ^mportant 
function is vocational .information., .Some of our .wideawake, churches have^ V jr^wr,
already reoogniQ.pd the vitaL need ^£r. the .most ^■efficient.-wor^^^Asible in 
this field’ aridj have hAre<i; trained adT^ors.^tq. care .fon^the,,need8_ of thq 
church's-young pepple in-.this rpspeoW* „ The -information^ given, i^rqugh .these 
vocational agencies to the^ youth of the church .and community will .re^^pidly 
become a tremendous factor in spreading information and acquainting the 
youth and public with religious education as a possible field for life in- 
vestment and one worthy of all interest and support.
b. Inspirational and vocational conferences, .conventions and 
camps. Inspirational and vocational conferences^ conventions^and _oaii5>8 which 
are .conducted by religious organizations, ^re^.^ means of spreading informa­
tion in the‘field of religious education pnd should'be utilized.,to q marked 
degree. The cream of our young people attend such conferences and camps 
at an age when they"are-most receptive to vocational help and infornAtion. 
Here they are associated in every day life with young people of like age and
with well-chosen leaders. Ability and characteristics are readily dis-
- iv * ■*“ - i*r » .
cernible, as they are seen in every phase of life from the lounging, lax
period to that which under pressure of emergency calls for the'utmost ability.
'■ te* ‘ . *l-c Sv.' nl -•.I'cr • riv £^>rc:,
In such an atmosphere^-young people can be carefully studied, informed and
guided in every phase of life, without home surroundings and other condi- i
4
tions T^hich might hinder the revelation of the individual’s true merit .and 
sincere confidence. Here, young people are most receptive to sympathetic 
help and information in the vocational field. The outstanding contribu- 
tion of such conferences and camps is the unbiased presentation of the dif- 
ferent vocational opportunities. This information may be given out by 
leaders through addresses add personal conferences. Iforeover, such
j
gatherings allow young people of similar ages and with similar problems 
to discuss fields and problems of life service among themselves. Religious 
education has its place in these presentations and in such agencies will 
find instruments for letting people know of the field and its opportunities
c. Vocational literature. From religious sources are coming 
books and literature informing the public of the work and opportunities in 
the different fields for life service. They set forth vocations within 
and without the church as worthy openings for life investment. •’’Vocations
V- ^
within the Church^^ by Leonidas W. Crawford, is a noteworthy example.
V
Such vocational literature will be a great factor in informing the public 
of the field of religious education, and is now being used in that capacity.
Secular Ageneibs.
i
Thus far, the religious vocational agencies for information have 
been considered. But interest must not be confined to the religious agen­
cies alone. Secular agencies for vocational information are quite as im­
portant to our cause - perhaps more so. The three outstanding means of 
secular vocationalanformation ara :- public school vocational advisors;
^’’Vocations within the Church',’ Leonidas W. Crawford.
r
collie and university v85ational adTnL86i*s'''and‘organizations; and'vocaiional 
literature;^ -i* * . * «. ^
-■) - ‘r
a. Public school vocational advisors. Public school vocational 
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guidance gives our youth a survey of all fields for life investment. Reli-
gious education will have its place in the list of vocations. Trained vo-
,r ' ’ - 1' ' ' ■" -1.-' *
vational guidance experts or leaders whose sole duty is the information, 
advice and help of*tha students'are-nowC'emplo^d fft'the-public’ schools of 
many pla'cos. TClasses^ 6?gahi'zatio'fia7‘personal''conferences ^'anJ'supervision 
in‘‘vocation matters are'a '-^rt-of '■ffi'ei'r''program. "'Th^ Valuable ai‘d of vo- 
batio'nal adHsors to this moHrement is readily dis'cernible.
b. College and university vocational advisors and organizations. 
Colleges and universities are likewise rapidly taking the necessary steps 
to provide their students with proper guidance in vocational matters. These 
same agents - the trained vocational guidance advisors, classes, committees 
and organizations - are doing a woivk—6imilar^t.o-''that of public school voca­
tional guidance.
o. Vocational literature'. The vocational literature in secular 
vocational guidance is' Similar to 'that discussed aVove‘excep^l; that it is 
from* secular origins' and haS thus far omitted mdny religious vocations.
» ' V *4 .' * • * IVocational literature ‘of the futoire will include all vocations in its sub- 
jeot matter.
3. The yocational guidance, specialist. >
; ^1 " a'v 1.
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A comparatively new factor in vocational guidance is the work of
the vocational guidance expert.ojr apeoiaJListj the man who is trained and 
schooled alon^ these- lines -and gives all of his time to that.'field> - Spch 
men and women ar®. tscomipg more and more commbn; they are proving them- 
selves-and their profession as worthy and..C8pable> ofos,upplying a-great and 
expanding need. -As with-all vocational^guidance, pne*of-their dutiee^is 
that of informing the peoptjs^.aB-to the fields fpr vocational choice.
Thus, we conclude our discussion on the necessity and means of 
informing the public as to the histo?7,, possibilities and opportunities in 
religious education. .A united church effort in propagating the aim. and 
purpose pf this field is a necessity to the present growth of religious ed­
ucation and for the adequate and worthy supply of leadership therein^. In 
all phases of the vocational guidance movement religious education will 
have a place as an outstanding and worthwhile field for service.
II. A Religious^Education Mdvement*'^d'’Orgahization*Wor%fty of 
public Attention an^ Support.
To .secure leaders, for the field of religious education, it^is es­
sential that-, the. movement shall prove itself capable and.worthy of public 
attention and support. _ ^The efficiency of the. present organizations in,the 
field has much to do with leadership supply. There is always an unconscious
influence going out from every efficient organization which tends to ohal-^ *
lenge and attract outsiders to it and to encourage those already in it to 
leadership and-greater efficiency. The opposite result is true of the or- J
There isganization-which is not effi‘ciently fulfilling its purpose, 
no doubt but that this is*the priiiie reason for non-support of the Sunday 
School of the past by the more competent people.- Everyone like's to be 
associated with a 'Vinner", with -an. institutioh ^or movement which is worthy 
and successful in accomplishing' its purpose. -So’ it is in the field, of re­
ligion. Our prospective leaders will receive a challenge to leadership
through an efficient 'organisation’which readily aooompliahes its ends.
^ .
The first requisite of an organization is utility - the ability 
to accomplish the end for which it was organized. Again, the organization 
itself must be simple and workable, not based on a complicated set of rules 
which are confusing and unwieldy. Economy is another requirement, economy^ 
not so much in a financial sense,but economy of effort, that the greatest 
results may be attained with the least expenditure of time and energy, and 
economy of leaders, by’distributing them where their leadership will count 
for the most. A fourth requirement for the efficient organization is demo­
cracy: a democracy in which nothing is handed down from above which has 
not already been handed up from below. And finally must come the dynamic 
essential of cooperation or "team-work". Unity of effort and purpose is 
a vital requirement 'of any organization. The willingness of all members 
and units of the- organization to work together for the greatest, efficiency 
and the greatest accomplishments, regardless of. individual whims, ideas or 
differences, cannot be over-estimated. Failure to secure such^cooperation 
will impair the work and efficiency of any organization. Accordingly, to 
all organizations in ^the field of religious education are ropommended, these
five factors for an efficient' organization. ’When all organizVtions -within 
this 'field acquire these d'Ssentials, are well equipped and furnished, and
. ' - -j . = .manifest an enthusiastic, dynamic school spirit and desire to attain greater 
heights of efficiency, outsiders and youth will take notice of the move- 
meht, catch its spirit arid desire'to have a part 'in a program which is ac- 
complishing such worthy ends in'such an efficient manner, then will people 
gladly pay the price of leadership the'reihC dive us such religious educa­
tion schools and other organizations and o'ur'leadership problem is solved.
The efficiency and care^with which 'our present religious education prograais 
are conducted is a tremendous factor in securing for them a desirable 
leadership. Our church schools must acquire and continue to maintain an 
efficiency and a standard which is worthy of notice and consideration.
By so doing they will become motivating factors for leadership to people
inside and outside the church.
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III. Adequate Recognition of All Religious Leaders in
X 5. < » . • r
Church and Community Life.
A third factor in leadership recruiting^is that of,adequate ,re- 
cognition of church and religious leaders in the^ church tfid community life. 
Few churches recognise their teachers and leaders as. being^ ii^.anjr,way .dif­
ferent, or set apart, from other people of the phur.ch.^ phurches
eve,n fail to recognize the value* of -the yearly, .inBtalla-t,ioi), of ^churc^ 
school officers and teachers— .Seldom.ara prayers,*pffere^ fpr, them iji .. 
public services and. fejr sermojiSj-AP,®.'preached touchings this-^field of service
>
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and setting forth the work as a real privilege and opportunity. In fact, 
the church school- leader has little recognition in the church. In taking 
such an attitude the church neglecting a field the importance of ,xhieh 
cannot be overestimated. The office of efficient, leadership is one of 
privilege, opportunity, preparation ,and sacrifice - a distinct worjc set 
apart from all other’work ef the church. It- should receive due recogni­
tion and should be made desirable. Leaders in religious education should 
have constant recognition as a group; thOy should have definite functions 
of their own; they should be recognizecLo as -being ,set apart in all church 
Life. All l^de-rs ^hpuia b? duly and solemnly installed with appropriate 
ceremonies. Ministers are consecrated to the task of holding up great at­
titudes and ideals before the people. Why not oonsecra-^e teachers and 
other leaders who have the task of impressing those ideals on -character 
and motivating them in life? On .appropriate o.ecasiohs, mention of church 
school leaders should,be made in addresses, sermops-and prayers in a Ban­
ner worthy of their calling, work and place in present and future church 
life. All candidates for leadership ani all graduates of leadership 
training classes should be soLonmly dedicated and consecrated to the work 
before being allowed to assume their duties. In every possible manner, 
the place of Christian leadership should bo hold up as honorable and do- 
sirable, and receive the utmost sympathy and cooperation of the church in 
its entirety. Furthemwre, adequate salaries should be paid to these 
leaders, who are .not only dependent on such work for maintenance, but have 
spared neither time nor money in preparation, constant study and research 





When pastors and the church as a whple come to feel tbps tpvard our 
church school and other re^li-gio.us education leadership, there will }?e an 
incentive to-attain a place within the group - an incentive which will not 
be copied or f)lagged by.‘extended and thorough preparation. Iforeover, the 
leaders themselves should feel‘*the importance and responsibilities of their 
work. They should take pride in-^being members of the leadership group and
should hol^ such interest therein that a desire to attain greeter effi-
v
ciency will lead them on and on into deeper study, cpsearch and consecration. 
Leadership classes, devotipnal pnd discussion meetings,should be arranged; 
experts should be secured occasionally tOr-make pddressps, give suggestions, 
new ideas and findings. Attendance upon conventions, training conferences 
and institutes should be made possible for leaders. The best and latest 
literature should be at hand, that they may know the latest findings in the 
field and profit by the latest methods and devices. One cannot fail to see 
the importance of giving fitting recognition to leaders of religious educa­
tion if others are to be impressed and drawn to such a work for life service.
IV. The Present Day School and College Curriculum.
A careful study of college and university curricula will reveal 
their importance as a factor in leadership supply. Our attention is'drawn 
to the fact that only one of every six students in the American' college and 
university are taking courses in Bible, religious education or eihics'. The 
college and university curricula have' been almost entirely destitute of
courses in the social sciences. What wonder at the common complaint of 
churches that the college or'university spoils young men and" wpineh for 
practical living and service in the church. . Such institutions of learn­
ing are turning out graduatres, who know little or nothing aljout-Ijumnity 
and their fellowroan and who are not only untrained in the field of moral 
and religious education, but also have little or no interest in the church 
and its work. We are convinced that the church is pertly at fault for 
the latter condition in not caring adequately for graduates when they return
f ^ * - I'' X -J '
home, and in some cases, in using antiquated methods and ideas which cause 
students to refrain from taking active part in church affairs. But the 
fact still remains that the American college is not ministering to the 
whole man. Allowing students to pass through four years of work without 
courses in religion, morals and ethics is a crime against the student him­
self, the community he enters after graduation and the church.
Such a situation would seem more reasonable in the case of state
- 1* f -e s'- * '
and private schools, but the same is true in our denominational and church 
schools. They are stressing secular education as do other institutions 
of learning and are making no attempt to repay the, church in leadership 
and talent for her support. The church is building and maintaining all 
church and denominational colleges, whereas these institutions are busy
^ ' . .'i w % .
striving to compete in secular education with the state supported institu-
, - t n '■
tlons, in spite of the fact that all policies and standards in the field 
are set by the latter institutions. Graduates of our American colleges 
are trained to be assets in every phase of community life except religion, f
although, this Vras‘the chief reason for their founding arid> th^cincentire 
behind all opptributions to: many of them. Little wonderl^tKat church col­
leges are limited-in finances,, for they are not doing their-^jbb.:.
■ ^ i * ’
However/it is gratTfying to see the awakening in all colleges
. r' V ^
and universities of recent years. Social sciences are beginning to find
, C - n ‘ t -
a place in the curriculum; Bible and religious co^irses are being recognised 
and given their merited place in courses of^ study. A proof of the in-
creasing*interest end earnestness is shown by the receht' religious con-
f. n ^ Tt-i , ‘ ^ cK'i - c '• -j
ferences of colleges and iiniversities. in Missouri a conference was re­
cently held at which all institutions of the state were represented and 
the entire time given over to a discussion of the religious education 
movement and its problems. BefoTe adjourning, tlie conference .arranged for 
another conference with similar purpoae.
’ "When'the Church'‘bbllegb^returns t6 the'''principle8*'wJiioh were the
•o. n ‘«i f-r n .ro’-r .prime reason for its rounding and When all colleges and universities re­
cognize the'vitfii need' and’piace^of the'aocial" sciences and religion'in 
their curricula, then will the church'profit by the trained college gra­
duates who will i*eturn to her to* become interested ahd”dfficient leaders.
Then will the financial problems of the college'W settfeB, for the- church 
will gladly pay when she receives returns^frbm'her investment.‘ Thus, it 
is a self preserving movement,-as well as an adequate provision foKtrained 
and efficient leadership, for th'e-chuVoh-‘to''insti^te*measures-which will 
hasten the readjustment of the"church‘colleg5*=currioulunf, so that it will 
give-‘place for study and preparatidn'in-the''f‘l©l^t^65 refigion £nd morals, .
and will aid in tKe coming tendency to give the social sciences a place 
in all educational curricula. Moreover, provision should te*’made for 
the religious needs and training of students in state'and^priifate Schools 
by placing adequate means of training within their reach. ^fhen this is
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accomplished, the church will not only have a valuable source for effi-
cient leadership, but will also be able to hold the thousands of students
' 'j.i i-i
who, although they enter college with the ability and desire for service
t 1 ‘ -s -o 4.'- -
in the religious field, now lose this interest during college days to
such a degree that they'are lost entirely to the church thereafter.
» c" i ; I, >' **
V. The Absolute Importance of a Personal Life Work Decision
for Every Individual Before Entering This or Any
Other Field.
■ Another important factor which is worthy of the attention of all
i ’ n' Vi s. -, ■
who are interested in leadership supply is the need for a personal life 
work decision before entering the field. The same is equally true of
any other life work. We are confronted everywhere with men and women who
are out of place in life - men and won»n who may or may not realize that
they are "misfits" and are not in the work which they really like and are
best fitted for. Much of the present dissatisfaction in life and work 
can be traced to the fact that individuals have just awakened to the 
realization that they are misplaced ip life and conditions will not allow^ ^ . 'k. “'iCT.
a change. Therefore, it is esseptial that all who copaider religious O 'i'r. f '.-'-r-n ic-
education as a pice for life investment should exercise much care, medita
tion end prayer before making a choice. The old idea that the only men
•who are really "called” to their life work are preachers and some few other 
j* ’ " e r-. i 'r
religious workers is fast becomit^ obsolete. All men should be called into 
their field of work and service; each one should have definite assurance
- I * ‘•C- iJ _ y. ■» -
of'his place and make a personal decision before entering any field.
^ ^ V 2.’-“ r
Drifting into a field of service'is an unsafe and lasy method. By so doing
. ly
many have entered a field which is foreign to their talents and desires 
and, in later life when it was too late, have awakened to their mistake. 
Such a "misfit" is as apt to be met with and is as undesirable in the field
» L •'*1 '10^1 ». ’
of religious education as in any other. It should be guarded against by 
the requirement of a definite life -work decision before entering the field « 
a life decision which is made only after careful analysis of self and all 
possible fields for service, and idiich results from the conclusion that 
he or she can be of most service in this particular field.
•This a-.me-w,ifield., a pioheec-ifield, ••which is^; ,‘as .ye-fc-,- largely 
unknown. The pioneer‘spirit ia-a requisite for those who-woul-d ejiter...
The movemeiit must be unified; methods.tand-insanS’nruat be devised, %Qa%?d 
and iII^roved^ battles mu,st be w^ed^anciwon, and many lives must j3®:givon, 
as in every worthy cause. Young people who are not sure of themselves 
and their place in life have no place in such a field. Consecrated spirit
. r*
and life incentives are needed in this field. A few leaders are inore to
be desired than many, if in the latter case, we must accept those who
■: - t
have rushed into the -work without simple previous consideration and de­
finite personal decision. Agencies,or means for recruiting leaders.
r
>?“
which tend to hring about life decisions in a hasty or unnatural manner
are to be discouraged. Stirring addresses and emotional appeals in an,
> *
attempt for immediate life decisions are not desirable; neither is the 
unwise presentation of vocations by means which may be biased or. unfair 
to any field. , Life work decisions are for the investment of life and 
should jiot.be approached lightly or hastily. The individual is the 
central figure in a.,life work choice and, while others may syjnpathetically 
cooperate by giving information, advice, suggestions-and help,’when, needed, 
the final choice should rest with the. individual himself. Therefore, it 
is of the utmost importance in presenting this field as one for life 
service, that all fairness shall be exercised, that all useful and worthy 
fields shall be considered in their true light of appeal, that the indivi­
dual shall carefully*study himself, his talents and capabilities, and that 
no decision be made without due information, meditation and prayer. It 
is equally important that this field shall be known to all as one of the 
challenging and worthy fields for life service. To those who feel that 
this is their field of service, assurance of a growing satisfaction in a 
field unbounded in possibilities for service is tendered by those already 
at work therein.
To conclude: there are five outstanding general factors which
must be carefully considered by those y&io seek to recruit leaders for the
%
field of religious education. The public must become acquainted with the 
movement in its entirety; the -jacv^ment Misti prove itself womsy and
44
capable of its task; all leaders of the moTement must receive due recog­
nition of their position and service; a public sentiment must be created 
•which will tend to shift at least a part of the present emphasis in col­
lege and university curricula from the physical sciences to the social 
sciences and religion; and all prospective leaders choosing this field 
for life service should be sure that it is the vocation in which they can 
give the most and best to humanity. Careful consideration of these 
factors, coupled with an honest, tactful effort to adjust and utilise 
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The first step in any discussion vhioh attempts the solution 
of the leadership supply problem is naturally the consideration of the
I r \ ‘ p Ij - - 1 1 -
source of supply. Where shall we go to find leaders? Therefore, this
chapter will be given over to the suggestion of possible sources in
■which capable people may be found who -will make efficient loaders in
•. rx.et 'C r ^ 41 I a
church and community programs of religious educatxai.
I. The Imported Trained Leader.
There is one- source of leadership supply possible to churches 
and oomBMnlties'whicK have desire and sufficient means. This source 
is the imported'trained leader one‘uho is already trained ’in this field 
and is adequatety^'quipped for'his -workC These leaders must of necessity 
be paid, as they are in many cases dependent on such -work'for their liveli­
hood. While many people are now taking training for professional work
< 'I
in this field and are going out in this capacity, the number is as yet in-
, i-
significant when compared with the numerous openings for this type of 
work, and for some time to come the demand will, doubtless, far exceed 
the supply. In most cases, local churches and communities import these 
trained leaders to supervise ^d^dirpct^their prpgram^ of religious educa­
tion and^overseq the^training of<}prospective leaders within-^their own 
raqks who shall lajier bepome guaUfie^^tp. man^thepe^ppograms. Jn. securing ' 
sucK.leaders,^care^should^be exercised that they be well equipped and 
trained in every way for their "work. Mere technical training is not
(46)
sufficient in itself; leaders should be personally equipped for the task. 
One my know all there is to know about religious education, but if he
V ^ , •* * 1 -
lacks the proper personal qualities, he will be hampered in all his efforts
i ’ -
(Note equipment for leaders in Chapter IV.) The imported leaders has and 
will, doubtless, continue to have a large place in the religious education 
program of the future. In all probability, his place will be similar to 
that of the present public school leader. But, until the leadership supply 
is greatly augmented in n\imbers, much of our secondary leadership in local 
churches and communities must be recruited from their own ranks and oonsti- 
tuency.
II. Sources Within the Church.
- • . ■> ^Uu.‘ ‘ ^ '
A second sow^oe'of leadership‘supply lies within the church and 
conmunity. In-many oases this may cohsist, of people who-must be-jdls^ 
covered to themselves-as wdll as to' the church - people-who muat -be care­
fully guided and trained bdfore they will be prepared for the jservice of 
leadership. The sources within the church and the sources outside the 
church will be dealt with, under separate headings. There are' two sources 
of leadership-within every church, i. e., the present church'school leader­
ship and well-qual'ified individuals in the church schooLor chqroh who are 
not giving of their time and talisnt to the field. . - -
.V t - ^
A. Present Church School Leaders.
• C — «
In every church which has or has had a system of religious educa-
tion, there are to be found those people who have carried the burden of
1
leadership in this educational program. Here may be a very valuable
source for* efficient leadership. True, many inay he found irho are totally 
unfitted in background, health and vision for the places which they now 
fill. Likewise,"eome possessing-marked talent for certain phases of the 
work may riow’'be engaged ih-'ta8&:8 that are totally-'uhsuited to-^them. There 
may be others^' iTdll-placed and-tb* a ce'rtaih degYee efi’icient in their* 
work, who with wise and .careful supervision and training will readily 
overcome, their weaknesses* suid' become leaders of the first rank''.' Of course 
individual situations and personalities'afford vhfyihg problems which must 
be carefully cbnsidered-.befd!r0 any-selectiohsi or changes are*made. But 
after sufficient informajbion;*and knowledge have been ascertained, the out­
lay thoroughly analyzed and charts of the entire situation carefully pre- 
paVed, steps should be"taken to place the present capable and promising 
leaders in places aeoprd'ing to their ability*, capacity and talents Then, 
’of course, undesirable=^4eaders. should be replaced by efficient leaders as 
rapidly as the latterican*-be supplied. ‘''Such a program ^st'be thought 
through and carefully weighed befohe'any'-move is made and when'the proper 
time-comes for approaching leaders who to be changed, it should be 
done quietly and with the utmost tact and consideration for all conditions 
and for everyone who may in any way be involved.* fhudj in Almost every 
situation, good results will be secured through a careful-^study ^dnd ar­
rangement of^'the present .leadership’, singling out thoaetwith ■frisibh* and"^ 
oajjacity and directing them in^o lines of service to which they are best 
adapted. As for those leaders who have carried this burden for years and 
who are trained in the valuable school of experiense - those who have abil­
ity, desire and vision to attain greater efficiency - every opportunity 
and privilege should be provided that they maybe the first to take their /
places in a more efficient..leadership program for the future.
B. present Church .and Church School Members.
Many churches have talented and available material in,their
own membership or that of the church school of which they are making little 
or no use. All that is needed in may such oases is that the^movement 
shall discover these people with leadership qualities and "sell" the idea
to them. Perhaps they are not,aware jjf -^heii^ ability to be of use in
this field. In may cases, they may have talent, training, interest and 
"hobbies" which they consider as having no place in a religious education 
program, but which may be utilized or redirected into this work with 
valuable results. Through a.wide-awake campaign for such prospective 
leaders among raembers, the church may discover leadership talent which 
would g-^herwise never be revealed apd utilized. It^is unfortunate, that 
efficient leadership is so scarce in almost all present day churches.
It is doubly so when we face the fact that untold numbers of people with
marked possibilites, if not already demonstr^ed qualities for leadership, 
renmin unnoticed on our membership rolls because their possibilities have 
never been discovered and utilized by the church. Every church school 
with a scarcity of leaders should make all possible effort to fully 
\ttlXize its present and available resources before it begins to think of
outside leadership fVomany source.
III'. ''Sourcea in the Community.
Every community has sources of leadership other "^lan those con­
sidered in the church. In securing leaders from these outside sources, 
there is always the possibility, of securing undesirables ill-fitted for 
such .service. perhaps many authorities would place a ban on some of these 
sources for leaders in the field of religious education because of this 
very reason. It is the conviction of the writer, however, that by exer­
cising tact and wisdom, undesirables can be eliminated and many capable 
leaders can be awakened to the movement, its possibilities and challenge. 
Experience has proved that many are waiting for such an opportunity to 
be of worthy service and have not only given gladly of their time and 
talent, but have also had* their complete life outlook and career altered 
thereby. Hence, a list of the leadership sources in the community is 
here set forth in the confidence that some worthy leader? will be found 
in each source. ^
. r ,i' t
Pi, present Public School Teachers.
%
Present public school teachers and leaders are a valuable source 
for efficient leadership. Here are men and women who are giving their 
lives to the field of secular education, who from every day experience 
know how to teach and lead young people and whose business it is to study 
and know childhood and youth. They are presumably acquainted with the 
pupil’s work and characteristics of which others would naturally have no 
knowledge. And they are familiar with the latest methods and findings in 
education. Many of'these* leaders in secular education will gladly give 
part time service to religious education, while others'will be eager to 
devote themselves to this field which gives opportunity for touchir^
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young life in a inore -vital and far-reaching manner than can he effected
C '
throueh the puhlio school. For these ahd other reasons, the future will 
doubtless see numerous pyblic school leaders tbsmsferring their service 
to the fiejld of religious education. Such of these as decide to give 
their service in this field will grasp th$>. wo?k readily,, having alreadyh. , „y . .. = - . . ts ^ I
had much of the require^ study in-secular education.*i'S,S 'i -i .♦ ’ *
‘ In utilizing such' source fbir leadership we not only gairt ef­
ficient leaders, but we also'corbblate' Ihe methods and slandards of 
secular and religious'edudatldn ahd \;rVaW k fi-iendskip^hftd sanction for 
the latter anong secular-e^chtbrs^. tcT interest public school leade'rs, 
this movement must prove to them that it n^ans business, that in itself, 
its nathods and standards, it is worth-while, neither giving nor asking 
quarter when compared with*" becular education.
B. College and. Normal School Graduates.
There ha’s^ hehri‘'a''^ro-b9s’t'' 'during"the pa^ few ybars-'that college 
and normal* school graduated’Tia’ve^^ee?! •of’little o^‘no’-usV*'^ ^he church. 
'For the mo'st* part, there are grounds foP'Vuch’^a protest ’regardingthe 
majority of graduates from even our church and denominational schools. 
Young people who irero enthusiastic leaders in church li'fe before attending 
college'‘o'r university retuTrh with no inclination‘fOr, or Intehost-in,'any 
phase*'oT 'church-work. Thh'fe Way be a number bf--rea86na'',f6V-hh'clv cdhd'i- 
trons,^ For exampio, thh Ins'titution-which-thelr'-attoniT may‘h'6-t;"'Qfferi- 
course's ^fKich'*te'nd tb“ thaih-and d‘dvelop'''r^i'gidUs: interestrs ,t^bpftobptions 
■arfd’ ideas. B\if irrhliiMfrodS^*in8tefhcdh,''‘the'i'ohurcE'“lts0l’f‘ may*be'%t“*fault. 
"Very o^-CeKthe ohurbff does' not Vup|>ly’ ^'eniantrf''which -are attracti-Ve^ to
the ‘tratined men and Tromen of the community'. The'church's lack of ‘de-
4* > • . r ^
finite aims and purposes, spirit and aggressiveness, cooperation, demo- 
cracy and husiness methods is an^outstanding reason for such non-s'upport. 
When the church as a whole'settles down to her fundamental task in a 
husiness-like and efficient manner, she-Mil find a supply of talented 
and trained leadership^frp^our^ colleges and universities ready to take a 
place in her program. . .EBp90^ally will the previous statement-^he true if 
educational institutions offer courses which will create interest^in and
impart knowledge and training along these lines to the students. Thus,
\ I r ■! c ' ’ “ .
the church and the modem religious education movement have the task of 
conducting themselves in an efficient and worth-while manner, so that they 
shall solicit .the interest and challenge the trained minds of the college 
and normal sohool graduates. Then will these graduates become a -fruitful 
source of capable and efficient leadership.
C. Students in IJeart)y Mgher Ihstituti?»ns of Learning.
Some churches have ayailable leadership in students ■*dio are en­
rolled in. nearby higher institutions of learning. Many of these^are 
young people well-trained in the fundamentals of secular education and 
experienced in the work of religious education in home churches before^ 
they entered colleges. Such people could easily and in most cases, would 
gladly give of their time and talent to the church, if opportunity were 
given them. In failing to utilize them, the church not only deprives 
her own people and activities of good leaders, hut she also injures the 
lives of the students possessing such talents* The desire and appeal for 
service which has come to them through activity in home churches will die 
out and disappear, if no opportunity for expression is given and as a
result, students will be lo’bt to service in the church-foi^ever. ‘Churbhes 
and religious education-organizations in the vicinity of higher institu­
tions of learning should take'pains’to enlist and utilize everry available 
student with ability in* this 'fiel'd. In-so doing, both parties aerve and 
•are servedT.
D. Ex-Public School Teachers.
Ex-pUblio school teachers who have had training and experience
. “ ir
in the field of public education are another source of efficient leader­
ship. They like pupils and teaching or they would not have entered the
^ * i* *' c, -i -
work of public education. They are efficient to a certain degree or 
they could not have served in that field. For the most part, they are
glad to give their time and effort to religious education for the sake of
•• ^
the opportunity for teaching again and for giving their talent in so 
worthy a field of service^ Many will--be delighted with such an opportunity. 
Mere knowledge of the 'field will result in' tReil* entrhlToe into Service.
' - r
E. Business and Professional Men and Women.
The church has never secured more than a small part of her leader­
ship from business men and women. In this ^roup of people with trained 
business minds, the church has a source of leadership, which,.Tfill be of 
vital importance to her success and future. They^ ape^aocustpmed to doing 
things in a business-like way; they know how and what to do; and they must
' -a ♦ ^ * * It.
be interested in their community from a business, if not a personal, stand-
^ ‘ j ^ ; i'* * in*. ’ ' • —
point, as their business futures will depend entirely upon the community




Thet .ohurch "With her past methods.^and .^deas has never challenged 
this type of perspn tc anjr great extent. The joh of the church the 
religious education movement is -to. employ such means and B.^ou^ro such or­
ganization and executive ability that an appeal can be..made to these 
people .'in full confidence ,tfiat the cause, is worthy ..of their, time and will 
Qhalleng.e the attention of .the bMainess mind. When such j.ndividual8 ^Ive 
their thought and abilities to the church. effdcien6y and success will be 
more certain. Ii>irthermo^.e, religion will then find her rightful place in 
the businesjs world. A system,of religious training must be built up 
which can bo "sold" to the business a^d professional individual, if his. 
help and cooperation are to be secured. Otherwise, the church will-.not 
only be-deprived of valued help and leadership, but h6j? work and ideals 
will not be recognized nor find a place among such people.
P. New-Comers to' the Community.
In every community there are new-comers who are not connected 
with any church but who may have been very'capable and dependable workers 
elsewhere. Through inattention they drift out of such work, lose in­
terest and are lost. Pastors and^al^LReligious leaders in any two com­
munities concerned should inform each, other of the changing and moving of 
their people, that th®y niay continue to be. of .use-to the church. More­
over, all chujrch members should be alert to find these peoplp and see that 
they have opportunity to continue work in roligio^s^ activities a| ^soon .as 
possible. I The demand for leadership is po,great -all worke,rs c.an be
placed and the deficiency still- remain uQmetv » c •
1. 4
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(j. Specialists in Research, Music, Art, Drama, Voice, Electricity, etc.
• • I » ^ ,
In almost every oomiminity there are possibilities" for leadership 
among people connected irith 'research, music, art, drama, electricity,
Voice, reading, etc., - people who are tremendously interested in one of 
these* fields and who'havedoubtles's, studied and spent much time 'and' 
money in pursuit of their particular interest. In many cases tkey may 
hot' realize that this talent br line of interest is useful to the church; 
in others, the idea of giving'their talent and service to the church has 
never entered their minds. Such individuals ★ith possibilities and talents 
useful to the field of religious education should be carefully considered, 
their acquaintance and friendship encouraged, the field and their ability 
to be of seirvice therein,made known to them, and an appeal for their ser­
vices presented. Many will be more than glad to give their talent and 
knowledge to the field of religious education and such service may in re­
turn prove moat beneficial to them per.^opaljy. Quit,e surprising .results
are often obtained in seeking competent'and'willing leaders’from this 
source•
H. Non-Religious and Independent Gruilds, Clubs and Societies. 
In many communities there are non-religious and^independent
guilds, clubs and societies which were organized for community betterment.
ro.
intellectual development, training, etc. In all such societies people 
with leadership qualities and caj»cities can be found. The effort in such
cases should be to direct toward the field of religious education those 
interests and talents which now find outlet through these other activities. 
Capable individuals with desirable characteristics and background should
be personally and tactfully approached and the opportunity and challenge 
for serviceHn this field'placed before them. Frequently,'ihd v^ry in­
centive which prompts the'ir allegiance to such clubs and socieiiea can be 
more completely realized in the‘field of religion, and facts only need to 
be'pointed out to them to‘gain their interest and cooperation. Numerous 
instance’s are known wherein such'leaders have not only been won to the 
cause of religious education and all of their effort and time been
directed to this work, but the. whole aim and trend of their lives has been
' - .1.
turned towards the Christian church and the Christ life. Such sources of 
leadership shoul^d lie carefully'cliecke‘d‘'up’'and^ analyzed before" any approach 
is n»de,-and when suitable'‘persons' are discovered', they should be clafaaed 
for this field.
I. Young People of High School Age..
The high school age group is another valuable source for pros-
*
peotive leaders. This age "is the flowery spring-time of life - - the 
transition to manhood. ’li is ihe pe’ribd of the fiercest radicalism, the 
most dogged conservatism, irrepfessit'fb' g‘ai:0ty'and'‘"Bitier melanchol’y*
It marks the birth of a new self and is characterized by'the impulse of 
self-assertion. The youth of this age is traditionalTy a day-dreamer - - 
he longs for that which he cannot express himsSlf. In his ‘fancy he
r I. '** V r-
idealizes people and things and places himself in the star role in all 
public performances, great occurrences and movements. Again, aesthetic 
appreciation, emotional life and high aspirations are characteristics of
this age. It is the age'‘of"promise - - the age when destinies and life-
C . . ■*“>/ C5 *5 V,
work are usually determined. About the second year in high school, the
. '' tr I ••n. ' 5 w _ .« ■" ,
individual begins to think of his soul and its welfare; he seeks informa-
tion on the subject and shows great interest in the Bible. He begins to 
think things through for himself and receives the impulse for 'participa­
tion in- a larger life and greater movement. In the latter part of the 
high schopl age pupils come to' realize that one succeeds best in life who 
has. an aim and ideal toward-which they work. They realize that they need 
an a'im in life^.other than just going to school."^ As this is the ago of 
great decisions and choices’ in the lives of young .people, it is the age 
when wise- and sympathetic friends and advisors of maturer years are ap­
preciated and desired. The public school is' coming to realize these 
facts and is providing teachers who understand and befriend pupils. 
Moreover, ’it is -providing for their need's ‘through vocational guidance and 
training courses and experts. When religious education finds a place in 
such programs and when religious leaders befriend and cultivate this 
®B® group, many will sense the field and its challenge for part time or 
life service.
J. Young People'fronTEighteen to‘-Tfrenty-fouT Years of Age.
Among young people from eighteen to twenty-four years of age 
may be found possibilities for capable and efficient leadership. Many 
of these young men and women have not attended college at all, or have 
spent only a year or so therein, but have entered the business world 
directly with or without business courses of training. Those away from 
home live in rented rooms and frequently have no regular interests or 
recreation other than those on which they themselves happen*to stumble, 
to the inexperienced, the latter method is dangerous. Here is an op­
portunity for the really wide-awake church. Many such young people
have capacity for leadership and need only the information and invitation 
--------------------------- .
"The High School Age", Irving Sing, p. 87 ff. C1
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to train/or that^senric©.. /erhaps they are no^ ,attending churph or 
taking interest in religious'servicd of any kind. But, even so, they are
usually approaohahle and in not a few instances can he interested and en- 
listed' in service.when properly and tactfully approached. The places of
residence and employment of these people will be‘ascertained by the wide- 
^wake religious education organization 'and their dcqiSafntance and friend- 
ship''cul€iveted with a view^ioWrd real service and' help t'o them and in 
returfi, ©"real service and help‘from tym. Those with leadership ^ill- 
ties and possibilities should be placed on the'roli’ of Idaddrship'pros- 
pects and when occasion arises, they shdula'be solicited for classes 
and courses in leadership training. Some will, doubtless, get a vision 
of a great opportunity for life seWice which will'lead them’into the 
field as a life investment.
K. Individuals Giving. Financial Support to the Field. 
There are in many communities people who are giving both moral 
and financial support to the movement of religious education, people who
' * - ■* ' i » * l
may through that point of approach be led to invest all of their time 
and talent in the cause. Their interest and confidence in the work
. ** i
are attested to by the gifts which they are now making and only a vision
a* ^ ^
of the need for life investment must be caught in order for them to make 
the gift of self. People who may be helping in pther ways should re- 
ceive due consideration when the possible sources for leadership re-
r* V V-- .. C>- -
cruiting are listed and considered.
i ‘*’1 ^
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L. M. C. A., t. W. C. A. and Other Community Christian
-Organizatipns - , - v^-
T^e-Y.. M, C. A., Y. W. C. A. an4 other Christian.org^i;iizat5.9ns 
of* similar nature are poimiion^in most cities ^nd communities • In these 
organizations may be ,found young men and .women ppsspssing promsing pos- 
sibilitiep„for,leadership. As the majority of, if not oil, such organiza­
tions are interdenominatj^opal and .carry on their work-in harroonT^-withh all 
neighboring churches, theij employed leaders ^re glad to, give whatever 
service possible in any^c^rph,,whei;i0T^ep,,n0ed0d and jnvited. For the 
most part, such leaders are interested in this field, are sufficiently 
trained and possess leadership ability or they would not be in the line 
of service to whidfi thev are now devoted. A real knowledge of the reli­
gious education problem and the local need of leadership will open the 
eyes of such men and women to the opportunity for service here and may 
result in a complete change to this field. In other cases, enlarged 
information concerning part time service will be an 'incentive to the 
new field. Here is an opportunity for the alert church to consider and 
utilize such valuable possibilities for leadership in her educational 
activities and at the same time, lend a helping liand to the individuals 
themselves and the organizations which they represent.
Thus, in our rearch for leadership, we find a number of sources 
in the church and community. In our present church school and religious 
leaders and in the present church and church school membership, we find 
probable sources for efficient leaders. While in the community the 
present and the ex-public school teacher, students in nearby higher
institutions of learning, college and university graduates, business and 
professional people, nen-comers. specialists or -niobbiests", young people 
of high school age. young people from eighteen to twenty-four years of 
age. persons giving-moral and financial support to the movement, and 
persons employed in religious organizations in the community - all 
these groups are sources from which an efficient leadership supply can 
be secured. In them the local church and community religious education 
organizations should be able to find men and women who are worthy, 
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Usable Agencies in Preaenting Religious
i C . v** ^
Education as a Worthy Field for Life Servioe*
* r - r n.
In the previous chapter the possible sources for an efficient 
leaderahip supply were pointed out. In this chapter attention will be
focused upon the means or agencies through which the field of religious 
education as a part‘time or life seivibe'can‘besi be presented to prds- 
peotive-leaders found in the above sources* ‘The three Qut.stiand^-ng
agencies usahle in prese'hting *the'field are : t!he ^oChtlondl'guidance 
movement; the committee on education in the local church; and the com­
munity ooinmittee on education.
I, The Vocational Guidance Movement.
‘ k 1 c - ■ * •
The 'vocational guidance movement has been attracting considerable
' I " ,1^ j’' ‘ "'C ». ' • 'f—.j
attention and thought in recent years. It is a worthy movement which 
arose*to supply a great need, and which'will occupy a great place in'all 
Sdhcational programs of the future. Good citizenship, morality and social 
usefulness are frequently bound up with the choice of-a vocation. The 
vocational guidance movement seeks to base such choice on ia)re than mere 
chance. Religious education has an important place in this other move- 
ment, as will the latter in the future of religious education. The real
V V * •
success in any life vocation is dependent, upon the individual's character.
Knowledge, skill and ability in a chosen field, are not enough;^ mere tech 
nical“training will not make a dishonefet, unscrupulous man truly success­
ful in life. Human interest and social efficiency are requisites of all 
business life and executive responsibility and must have place -in all 
training for such work. Therefore, the youth must have proper -training 
and development-which will build up his character and furnish him with 
those essential qualities for success in his chosen field, as well as 
the mstery of the field and its technique; right habits must be formed 
and right attitudes and ideal's develpped as a necessary part in the 
training of any individual for a life career. The future relationship of 
the vocational guidance and religious education movements can hardly be 
over-emphasized, and a careful consideration of the purpose and methods 
as well as cooperation and support are due the former movement by all 
who seek the best for religious education.
A. Its Aim and Purpose.
The aim and purpose of the vocational guidance movement can be 
summed up in the folio-wing definition'by one of its leading exponents:
’’The vocational guidance incvement is a systematic effort, based 
on knowledge of the occupations and on personal acquaintance with and 
study of the individual, to inform, advise and cooperate with a person in 
choosing, preparing for, entering upon, or making progress in his occupa­
tion" 1
It is a movement which seeks to aid the individual in making the most of
his powers, through the welfare of the individual seeking the well-being
of the community.. The success already attained is -very satisfactory
and its future is only a matter of time. Among other phases of its work,
it has proved a valuable factor in remedying the tendency of students,
especially of the higher grades and high school, to drop out of school 




and go to work. This has been done by giving them work and study rela­
tive to outside occupations, as well as providing part-time employment 
along with their school work. This is only one phase of the program 
which will doubtless prove more satisfactory and helpful to our youth in 
the futiire. A brief survey of the movement's aim and purpose follows.
1. A careful study d'f the individual.
■ ■ II. IP —P----- A, 'V
- A personal knowledt^e of each individual is the fjirst requirement
of vocational guidance as defined above. Svmpathetio contact and ip- 
terest in all phases of student life activities have an important 
place in preparing the way for effective work. The establishing of such 
contacts and interests with those with whom he has to work is the first 
duty of any Vocational worker. It is necessary in many instances to 
arouse the pupil's interest in his own career and the part he is to play 
in the world. This work is necessary before any direct aid can be ren- 
‘dered in guidance-*, it cafi -be done only through- personal contact with 
each individual.. Finally, the first aim and interest of the vocational 
guidance raDvement is personal contact and knowledge of all whom it seeks 
to help.
2 • An unprejudiced survey of all vocations.
An unprejudiced* survey of all fields and opportunities for life 
work is the second consideration in the plan and purpose of vocational 
guidance. This work is called vocational information, and does away 
with the hurried or emotional d ecisicn whicli is* based \j3ually on only 
partial knowledge of the-Tield 'arid without a f^air consideration' of' other 
fields. Such a survey includes the individual himself, his-likes,
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interests and powers. The harmonious adjustment of all these elements
13 necessary to any true li^e decision. Sufveys of'the -vocations are
usually made through life career classes, with due study and written work
on all phases and fields considered. Class work, both ’oraf and written,
- t
provides personal information concerning pupils which' is carefully pre-
-
served and recorded on cards. Personal conferences with each pupil are
also held, providing another valuable agency for getting information.
- I ^ ^
Record cards on the findings with respect to each pupil are carefully 
- - - .
filed and the information thereon checked frequently by directors and
, i-i ' n i- s 4
advisors.
-I. *VO'*- ^
3. Helpful and sympatheiic advice in all vocational matters.
A-dvice end help have their place in the purpose and aim of voca­
tional guidance. Wise, sympathetic advice is doubly important here, as 
it can be offered at an age when it is most needed and is most gratefully 
reoe4.ved. Iq prpvidihS a.id^the moye^ment is ^ipeeting^'a need which
countless young people have ifal-t land rendering tijsejvice which jthey would 
gladly "have bailed as a means of preventing mahy "misfits" and failures 
which now exist. .
4. Cooperation in ohposing a vocation.
Cooperation.in the choice of a vocation is another part of the
V
vocational guidance movement. After the consideration of the possible 
fields for life work as a whole, one usually is able to eliminate all but 
three or four of the -most appealing vocations. These are considered most 
carefully and. thoroughly befor.e a choice is^mEide. .Vocational experts hold 
that too much emphasis sHould* not^lfe placed* on the firsV choice of the
individual, and t)iat individuals shouJ.d jiot be. asked to decide, too soon.
In accordance with this idea, provision is .made for a try-out in each of
I,
three or four fields which are most favorably considered, and then after 
actual experience in the different fields, the choice is made. Youth 
should be encouraged to aim at vocations which will give the greatest 
satisfaction to their interests and make the most effective use of their 
powers. " At the same time however, training in present day usefulness 
should bQ given which will er\able each .one to care for himself, should it 
become neceasary. Parent concern,i^ .cultivated in all vocational 
guidance through conferences,, parental, discussipn gropps and ,oth^r means 
which Heap them in. close tQuch with .the ^uch, cpoperation in life
work choices figures in all worthy vocational guidance.
■n
^ r- t » * i5, Cooperation in preparing for a vo'cation.
Cooperation with the individual in preparing for a vocation is 
another phase of vocational guidance* This work consist’s of provisions 
which'^ill'give* the indlvidWl-a breadth d'f "preparation ailH-%ilI farther 
his- own working efficiency'asrtwell 'deve-lop-^desirabre trait.s »of xsharac- 
ter necessary for all successful^ life jWorkwA Opportunity- for meeting' 
persons of experience, success and good judgment is one important aspect 
of this cooperation. In such^acquaintances the young person is able to 
get first-hand information and advice about methods and preparation for 
certain fields from those who have learned by experience. A study of
^ " "li
industrial conditions, current events, thrift, sociology, ecpnomics,
commercial geography, business organization^, industrial his^1n.^y> .com­
munity civics and kindred subjects becomes doubly interesting and vital
when the student sees their relationship to his chosen work. Moreqver, 
habits and attitudes of service, personal morality, self-control, coopera­
tion, thoughtful good taste and kindness are all essential attributes for
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those striving to achieve success and satisfaction in any -work. This 
cooperation in prepafing”the individual for the technique of a chosen 
field also affords vocational guidance the opportunity for encourkging 
the cultivation of those attitudes and attributes which fit him for better 
work and nobler living. This, indeed, is the aim arid purpose of religious
education as'“well.
6. Cooperation in entering the chosen field.
Another phase of our study what 'is usually called placement,
that is, cooperation in entering a chosen field. After choice and pre­
paration for a certain field, the individual is ready for placement 
therein. Through close touch with employment agencies and aaaociations, 
many of which are conducted by the organization itself and all of which 
cooperate with it, the vocational guidance movement locates or places its 
pupils - especially those under twenty-one years of age. Provisions and 
leniencies can be demaniied and obtained for employess, when needed, and 
employers are insure’d against undesirable and unqualified workmen because 
of the movement's influence and'its preparation of people before seeking 
employment for them. Thus, all are served, and both employees and em­
ployers hold different attitudes towards each other because both are sub­
ject to the supervision of the vocational movement. Direct cooperation 
between employers and the vocation movement, or those agenpies which are 
entrusted with the, placement of its pupils, has proved very satisfactory 
and''promises relief from much trouble in placement and employments In 
the future, the piacenent pAase of vpcatiohal guidance will* doubtless prove 
a valuable asset in' solving the problems of the business and industria-1
world.
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7. >Oooperation-in making .progress in the field»
A final purpose* of vocational guidance is to coop^jcate, with the
t,
individual in‘making'progtf€^ss ’in’a chosenif ield. ,After j^acem^nt, tha
individual is not forsaken, but interest and contact are continued when-
e-Ver possible. Each individual ,is provided with an experienced advisor
or friend from whom he may obtain advice and guidance concerning progress
and promotion in his work. ’^Working conditions, advancement and the in-
dividual himself are carefully observed and studied by such advisors.
When dissatisfaction arises or ‘an ‘opportunity {s^'^operied for an-idvantageous
change, the trained, more experienced and impartial advisor is of valuable
assistance in suggesting the wisest course to pursue in these or other
/
puzzling situations. If progress is negative and failure inevitable, 
reasons for this are usually obvious to the advisor and proper remedies 
for the weaknesses, ©r transfer to other fields of work,can be counselled,
as the conditions Justify-Suffice it to say, the aiin and purpose of 
the vocational guidkn^e-^veii^nt will tie atlaVned only^-wheh employer-and 
employee are both satisfied. ""Even, then i^s*"interest and cooperation viH 
continue.
B. Its Program.
The vocatiop?il guidance movement hopes to attain the above aims
and purposes through the following program which is taken^from The^
Vocational Guidance ^Tfoveraent"}: . ^^ *
"1. A school organization and program broad, varied and flexible 
enough to’be fairly represeni^atiye of all activities of life, 
enough to test the powers .of the pupil dispover to. himself-and to­
others his spepi^il inclinations and abilities.
^"The Vocational Guidance Movement", J. M. Brewer, p. 283.
2* A course of study, in dvery subject, which relates itself 
whenever possible to the vocational needs of the pupils.
3. A life-career class in every school grade -(from the i^ourth 
up) and in colleges, studying the opportunity furnished by education, the 
requirements and opportunities of the occupations, and the economic and 
social problems of e’mploy&entr.
" 4. Individual counsel for every child, as often'as may seem
appropriate. Record cards and conferences with parents and others would 
make the counselling more efficient.
5. The orgahizeti'oh, under one’ officer responsible directly to 
the superintendent of schools,, qf all vocational guidance activities.of 
the schools.
6. Cooperation of the school and other agencies, local, state and 
national, for the collection nnd dissemination,of occupational ,information.
.7. The supervision^ .by ,sohool,,authorities and under the direction 
of the vocational guidance department,' of the employment of all workers 
under twenty-one years of age, with liberal opportunity for part-time work.
,8. Adequate vocational training, both for pupils in school and 
for pupils at work.
9. Ihe progressive improvement of commerce and industry, by -
a'. ^ The elimination, of young workers from full time employ­
ment .
V. ‘Employment supervision, through employment managers co- 
operat$.ng with school agents.
c. Better methods of obtaining Work.
d. . Graded systems of jjromotion, all furnishing prospect of
satisfactory careers in the o'ccupat'ions.
e. Relief from long hours, enervating tasks, dangerous work 
and low wages /
f. Opportunity to obtain the use of idle land and unused or
“ exploited natural resources.
g. Well-considered progress toward a more democratic adminis 
tration of those affairs in industry and commerce which 
concern the welfare of the workers with preliminary train 
ing of the worker for assuming such responsibilities.
10. Preparation of men and women for the work of vocational
guidance.
^11*. A legisl^ive pro'gram, permissive »at "fiTs-^, if "it seems best,
to bring into effect the above requirements, when better laws
will aid." i .
1 "The Vocational Guidance Movement", J. M. Brewer, p. 283
C. Its PresenJ. Progress'^N j • * rx 
Public school vooatibnal guidance.
.The vocjitional guidance moyem^rit i? «a-coraparatively^n0w enter­
prise. But tlje* presentr iodio$Ltions of an-aiyakening fo its i^tpoyfapap 
promise: a g-rpat future for -lilje-movemapt.^ The major emphasis* pov is 
vocational guidance as.a part^ftf the public school program, and its rapid
strides and 'success in that direction* warrant its permanenpyi Cities 
and schools in all sections of the copntyy ^fQ^-hi-ring trained leaders to 
supervise^and-direct thp-vocational, wprk.,. while classep-»for training such 
directors and advisors ar^ finding a place, in all, leading,institutions 
for teacher training. Vocational classes and organizations in which in­
formation and help are furnished on all vocational matters under the super­
vision of traine'd leaders are already included in many school programs.
Such classes are as serious in their subject matter, methods and require­
ments as any others, irtiile much care is rightfully used in the selection
- V V "J *”10- . .. *’ ! rr... , ,
of texts and references. The significant place which these classes now 
occupy in the minds of the pupils Is attested''bt the ih-dense^ interest 
which they take in this type of study and the satisfaction whtoh they 
derive from it. ‘Besides affording vocational information, these classes 
are valuable as a’ mqans by which the instructors' may study'the individual
needs of the pupils;
Vocational conferences, conventions and camps for public school
^ V ^
pupils are an outgrowth of the desire to secure some fopm of vocational 
information_and^guidance for these yqung.people. Such^g^theripgs, have 
proved themselves of value^-^o pupils,„^e5pepially those ^rhouhaye no access 
to classes or the direction of trained advisors in their own schools.
Besides vocational infonnation apd help,these student gatherings give 
actual practice in cooperation, leadership and the solution of concrete 
problems. Such training is an important requisite in preparation for any
- t >
vocation. Until vocational guidance becomes common in all public educa-
I
tion, and even thereafter, such conferences and camps are likely to con­
tinue, being of great help and*inspiration to the pupils of vooati6nal-
choice age -who attend them. Moreover, they are of the utmost value to 
directors and advisors, since they afford opportunity to test our youth 
under conditions which are otherwise impossible. In all of its different 
phases, public school vocational guidance promises rapidly to become a 
most important factor in all education.
2. College^and university vocational guidance.
Among colleges and universities the attempt to give vocational 
guidance has been less pronounced than in the public schools. But already 
it is beginning to spread to this field. The skilled vocational expert.
It** ' t
as well as vocational classes and organizations, now has a place in some
J Cl -Of"’
colleges and universities. The Y, M. C. A., which has been a pioneer in 
vocational guidance, has been one of the agencies instrumental in fostering 
the movement to provide for such guidance in colleges end universities.
It will unquestionably-be only a short time until all colleges and univer-
r ^ T .
sities will have mad© the necessary provisions for giving adequate voca­
tional help to their students who are in need of it. However, the fact 
that most life vocations are dhoaen before entering college means that the
vocational guidance effort and program there will never be as intense and
• ' V -
extensive as it is in the higher,‘elementary grades and high sohopls.
r
3i The vadational specialist.
The vocational specialist is another factor of the vocational 
movement. His work is rapidly finding a place in all phases of .life.
Such men are trained i-n this particular field and are making its work 
their profession. Vocational advice, information and help can be se­
cured from these specialists, as from a doctor or ^lawyer in-'thevn re­
spective fields. The information which they can provide is often 
necessary and helpful to those unable to secure it from other sources.
r
In many cities, the work of vocational specialists or experts is already 
looked upon as a'.recognized .and necessary-ncofession, and the extent 
whioh their helc and advice is sought on matters pertaining to their field 
would seem to insure to them an extended recognition and greater ira- 
poT^ance in the future.
4. Vocational literature-.
Vocational literature is another instrumerft for vocatiorial 
guidance. Surveys, analyses and comments 6n the various-fields and op­
portunities for life investment are beooiiifng more and more common, while 
books and pamphlets containing information oonceming the different occu­
pations and professions are already familiar. Present'indications would 
lead one to conclude that such literature as we now'haVe in'th'is line will 
undoubtedly He insignificant in comparison with the amount which wiil be 
printed in the future. In the o>ioice antf preparation of all such litera-
* •, j
ture, however-, the following items should be avoided: "(1) boolcs^which
are written by successful men and women about their own profession, be­
cause methods in business, industry and in many professions, as well as 
ethical ^standards, are .changing so radically that the following of such 
methods and standards will not guarantee success now; (2) those which 
substitute for solid facts, irrelevant pictures and claptrap, as the suc­
cessful man or woman is likely to treat his subject in a personal, re- 
striated way, to emphasize too strongly the obstacles overcorad, au^^pairft
in too bright colors, the heights 'o'f attainment reached; (3) those hur­
riedly end carelessly gotten together, as those which are over-enthusias­
tic and those which are hurriedly put together readily reveal =their weak­
nesses.”^
Thus, the importance of the librarian's task in the choice and distribution 
of worth-while literature and in the elimination of the less valuable is 
readily apparent. Much guidance apd help is, and will continue to be, se­
cured by the people of the present and future through standard vocational 
literature.
I>. Its Future place in the Church-apd ReXigious^Education JiJpve'ment.
Thus far, the vocational guidance movement has been considered as 
being apart from the church and religion. But to continue such a course
is impossible, inasmuch as the vocational guidance movement has just as 
marked a place in religious teaching_and fields for service as in any other 
vocations in life, in all vo_^tional guidance., an unbiased survey and 
study of all worthy fieldjs for.J.ife sers’^.pe is sought^.. Therefore, all 
religious occupations and vacations have their place in such a program.
Any attempt to deter any individual from a field of life service is con­
trary to the spirit and underlying principles within the movement. The 
individual himself is the one who should make the choice. Such choice, 
after due and careful consideration of vocations, self, interests and' 
powers, is entirely in accord with the highest Christian teachings and
ideas. Hence, the place of wise vocational guidance is just as important
♦ »
in all programs of religious education as in secular education; and the
« *
movement should be welcomed as a dynamic factor in furnishing capable 
leadership for this cause.
N.
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^Th© natur©, .spirit and aim of the programs of religious educa­
tion and 4.h© vocational .guidance jnoveraent are .such they they will demand 
a coiQplet© coordination* pf-program and will doubtless ♦overlap i*ri purpose 
,and work tcv a. considerable e.xtent. ^Consequently, dt ia-the-duty of >th© 
phurch ,and-the religious* education..jnovement, to recogni-z©'. this ally and 
c.id dn-the. furtherance o/sropthy ,and effppient^-program-of vocational 
tgui^pce in whatever manner po©sib>e. ^ Butluntil the movemeht becomes 
onore. universal-.in our publ-ic/sohpol»yp.rograms T^nd; until sjuitablo ?coop&ra~
tion cran be secured between? secular ^ 'religlbrus* edUcktron^l vocational
guidance,.- the reTigi'ous ^duoatioV iQDveirient'^st’‘'provi‘d& sufficient Wans 
for supplying her members and''constituency with adequate guidance on
vocational matters. In case the vocational guidance movement fails to 
live up Ip its purpose and program pf impartial operation^ in religious 
fields as well as secular, religious education itself will necessarily 
put on a worthy program of vocational guidance. In either case, the pro- 
gram will be entrusted to similar agencies as those employed in the secu­
lar vocational guidance movement, and the method© and procedure will alsoi.- ‘ ■ , »
be of like nature.
1. grained vocational advisdrs*
Some wide-awake and progressive bhu'rches THlll'^’see^ thfe ^need "for 
vocational guidance among their children and yoptH, ahd either full-time 
or part-time directors-or advisors will^be employe's‘fo'Vafe-fpr this part 
of the educational program. A trained director can adequately supervise 
the vocatimial-pfogram for the"effurdh'throligh classes, organizations and 
personal contact with parents and pupils. Increasing recognition of the
<-» -V ^ ^ ,
importance of this work seems inevitable.
>. Vpo^Mona.1 -commrt/teoa > 7- . ^ ^
In other churches where the need for vocational ,^«idenc© is re­
cognized and it is impossijb^e to hire^ a full-time o^ .par^t-time. director 
for Bpch work, th^. suppi^ision. of th^ ^program will he^turned pver to,A 
vocational committee^ ^ Som?- churches ^^ve ^alread,y:^,approached ,thie in .the 
formation o|i life-service committees. These committee^ should t© riede up 
of wide-awake. peopjle,T^ho, tike ^nd are tiked-bythe youth pf. the -churoh and 
who are interested in yoyng. .people and the. things in whi,ch.-they are in­
terested— This committee should study vocational guidance carefully and 
thoroughly and secure all possible information thereon. Constant care 
should be. exercised‘tWt *the—latest “findings and-n^thods in this field are 
learned and utilized.
It is fitting at this point to remonstrate agiiinst the old idea 
that these ponmittees should seek to get all young people into some line 
of religicws work, and give ^,©lp end adyipe. only to thpse^ contemplating 
such fields of service. All ypcations phopld be included considered 
by such committees; regard and consideration should, be given to all, honor­
able .callings. Any, worthy vocation can be entered with sanction of 
God and Christianity and with ample opportunity for Christian service.
Any program which-tends-to“ limit the field or information or in anyway 
become biased or unfair in its presentation or guidance, 'is unworthy of' 
the motive'of vocational guidance as well ‘as th©”^ Christian church.
3. Vocational classes and organizations.
In many churches, the vocational class, or organization will 
readily find a place. Such organizations for t-he purpose of vocational 
guidance may be directed by the trained advisor or vocational committee.
if the ^church has one or the. other, and if,not, jnay he taken hy tha pastor ' ’ it'*" ' ' 1 'i ’ i ' ^ * 4 'I r jv» - * '
or soa© other capable Christian leader. In thesp classes, the vocations,’ V , 'o ^ “j. " t ^>r t ‘ L ' \ f
yocational guidance and problems of pr^j;re3s should be stujiied an^ carried 
forward by methods and means similar to those considered in the previous 
discussion. Leaders who will study the work thoroughly and faithfully
■ r ' "* * ' i “ I '
should be chosen for such organizations. The value of accurate informa-
tion and discerning help to young pebple cannot be over-estimated, and 
liL . ^
it behooves everybody to make all possible effort to secure the best in
all phases of the work.
l! " I
4. Vocational conferences, conventions and camps.
Such gatherings under religious supervision and direction have
^ ^ f*1'
already found a large place in vocational guidance for church pupils. In
- ^1* ^ t • f
some cases, large churches arrange for conferences end canps of their own, 
while in others, two or'^nore churches combine'their efforts. Car© Should 
be exercised to'sobure capable and''^’orthy'’l‘eaders, as’the results ob-^ 
tMned' will be meastired largely by ^h©'*quaTlty of leadership. %ie plaxse, 
program and rebults arb similar' to those ot‘Hh> gatherings of a-like nature 
dealt with* previously iftHhi8”bhapber
5. Vocational” literature. t- ** *“ ^
Vdoational literature from religious ^sodVces'wil'l^have a” large 
place in all efforts for ohurVh"vocational infbrruatioh.^'^'Xt present 
time there is’a obnsi'derable quantlty'of-literatlire’in'tliiVf ibid wfijfcch 
has pro’red’very'holpful. 'Cburoh* young''';feo^i0'^k'^thbse^ within the 'church 
SchboL should' ha^^ access to' the 'whble‘'‘f iblit'of-o’pportliSit-y^for life work. 
Adequate surveys of every worthy vocation, both secular and religious.
should have a place in church libraries and reading rooms, and youth 
should have free access to them* Provision should be made for supply­
ing discussions and surveys'’on-^II fi^ds fiof^repfeSehted “rn ihe^churoh 
literaiure,'in case such’inf'orfnation shouia“be soughtT ’* iToSational * 
Hterature should liave a plAoe inwall cRufch *ahd religi5^ls vdcational 
guidance courses, just as-in*‘in the -program'of-public scttS’ol‘vSdational 
guidance; likewise, the same‘warning as to the'types of .material to'be 
avoided should be heeded.
-xx ^ i. r
When public school yoca.ti^naj,^g}iidan9e^ia universalized, the 
place of the church vocational agencies will probably be eliminated or 
modified. The t^'ained advisor and the methods^ and ^^ns of guidance 
will then be cared for entirely by-the public schoql vocation, program.
The Tpbational committee of each church will cooperate with, the-public 
school in the vocational guidance and welfare of-pupils^within her. juris­
diction. But religious in-terest in'the-pupils, and the-demand that they- 
have adequ&te vocational guidaficS through the proper channel's"will ever 
hold its place in ail religions programs of education.
To overlook,the vocational guidance movement as a tremendous 
factor in leadership recruiting for religious education would be a 
serious blunder. In the vocational, agencies of the public school, col­
lege and university, the vocational expert, vod'eitiShal'^ literature arid 
in a church vocational program, religious education finds its’most effd-- 
cient allies in presenting' its cldiina as a field Tor life service*.
, ’ 4. V. U Ji
ir* The CoTnraittee on Education in the LooaL Church,
A*. The Place and Need for Such a Committee.
^0 educational programs of many churches are given oyer to the 
direction of a church committee on education. The^advis^bility, of this 
plan is readily seen and the benefits to be derived from it are quite 
evident. Provision for such a committee results in a completely unified
educational program for the enti|« church and it puts the whole affair into♦ ^ »■
the hands of a few on whom the responsibility rests, ifombers of these
“-1 * ' t ^ *
cQiamittees are able to study that work and suggest and direct a program
which can iTe-promoted only by those who know the field. Committees are
rr i 't'-
usually chosen from or by the church board and are in turn accountable to 
it. The church pastor should be ex officio a n»mber of the committee.-..V , - -ft - *. r ^ j.- t 1- -
To this committee should be |*elegated the direction of eill phases of the 
churches educational program and the members of the committee should be 
persons who will .give timq^ Jt.hqught ^and n^tt^dy^to,^the^,ork.^ Committees 
should s^tudy the ^ro^j*am fi:o_m, all, angles, and take advantage of conferences, 
conventions and every other means possible, to secure the latest and best 
in the fi_0_ld .^ Suggestions^.and-progi^ess. 4^ the .work should be presented 
frequently to the overhead^ board,or .goy^ning body. Through.-.the members 
of the committee, this ^qveni^^ng body should receive insight ar^ education 
concerning the field.
* Among thsLjmany„|^aseV' of the work of--the-ob^i-iitee^n-education 
is that one which-'is the Concern of~th’is thesis - ^the discovery andHrain- 
ing of leadership-“to man the program. ^ %e churW vooationar advisor'br 
commi'ttee and the^ public school vobation'worfc will doubiless be of much 
aid in' this 'fibld, if sucH programs have been provided for. The church
m
vocational committals' sKCtild- te*'a^ar.t^of'tha EGhiirchi''educatior\sl program 
a'nd should-op8i*ate 'in domplete'harmony with the commi-tt^^cyi'Mvcation.
In'case the-church ih'aa'W'program for vocational -guidanc^^as a ^hole, the 
cfoBKfiittae ton-education must-include th^ia,’ partic^ly at least, pro­
gram'a^ dhmeanscof'Xead^r^hipr^uppl-yj but ^it-,should proved© a^thorougl^ 
-v-ocati-ohSr |dida'nceXprogram''as-woon as.it-dan be arranged*i, s ^ 
nr i? "5 * J'-r I '^'-■5 ' - 5 I, J C ^ ^ %
r' = r -B. ilts Dut-ies irf Leadership'Recrdit^ng.
V )Tlie'church-ddtdfftidftftil-oOTpmittee'vhich doesvnoti’desir© tp pro­
vide -for ihe cfiurch 'Shd c6Wunrt^''ai'thorough-v9dHibnal"»gntdancet-pf-ograh 
of all vocations'-Aust Rt leasV^centl’r its attention upon those-young, i 
people of the church and community who are prospective leaders in the 
church educfi-tional program. The provision of leaders by such a committee
may be effeVted through the following 'agencies:-
1. Vocational information.
’-t V T>rcf2^<-f.~ y ^ilo, il sHo »id ‘ ..e i*, ^xv v . r
A campaign of information should be conducted in which every
person with possibilities for leadership will be reached. To do this, 
r-—* i 's ■* S % i’' * irf » i-
the church membership and constituency must be thoroughly covered. Sur-
’ * ft« ' r r j , ! - r '*T e-* i ^ «'”11 'SI.’C
veys, coimnents, job-analyses, circular letters and other mailable matter
ii ■" < V. ■ , vij • c' ' ^ ."^ti -i*** r -
which presents the field in its proper light should be utilised. Ser-
V.. ri'T’,' •i.-.j.. ‘s-rt . C
mons, addresses and a cooperative campaign by church members may also be 
“ X - * rc-5 c f*k r rt-t -■?
employed bV^sthese- odramitteesin this information campaign.
- I ' S'* ^ CO i ■* V. \ ^ >r-- 5^- ■V.
2. Records on all church and community prospective leaders.
r - - 4.p, t'3 Lrc ^‘■'ntntlcr •- f-?- >
Having reached the last msmber in the church and community
t chali.uj*'’' •'if or-^’t'U’l k.*''S m*-” •‘•'5.
through the information campaign, the" prospective leaders in the church
« r-^ • o'* tho mo. 110'’''^ ^or l..^o ’t.. j’o.-
and community should then be carefully listed and filed. Information as
to these prospectives may come through look-out committees appointed for
that work. Perhaps the entire church membership might be placed on such
• , ■ N- ^ ^
a committee - church staff members and workers, church officials and teach- 
ers. Through their consts^nt contact and study of the members of their 
classes, teachers have an especially good opportunity to single out and 
suggest the ones most promising for leadership. Thus, the wide-awake 
church committee will make adequate- provisions for ascertaining the
■* -J v'
names of prospective leaders and will themselves be constantly alert to
' t i
discover such people. The keeping of a private record on each pros-
j » ’’
pective leader, as information is gathered, will prove Of great value to 
committees in this phase of the work. These private records are for the 
committee*B use only and should be the subject of careful study and dis­
cussion among committee members alone.
*
3. Recruiting- of leadebship'^from prospective leaders';
- £ Tfhen occasion arises for approaching those. peOple ^osevnames
are on the prospective file, it should be done tactfully and sympathe- 
tically. The nest proniising people will naturally be approached first.
•Hfc' • ■'i. ' “
A personal conference with each individual has proved to be the best means 
of approach. The age and position of prospectives, as well as the ser-
' - -IL J /
vice for which they are sought, will determine all methods of approach.
i>r i>t i
The older person already settled in a vocation can be readily approached 
and the field of service presented as a real opportunity for part-time
■' I j »o c c ** ij .•-?,
service for the uplift of the community. B^t to the young person and the 
^ . . *-.5 , ^ ‘ -c ' „ ,.-v
prospectives for life service leadership, the presentation must be far dif- 
j 'r 1 ^ j wi "rc, yzi -r
ferent. This field with its challenge and opportunities must be presented
" “i r j . > r.i , i ^ ^ , j " V. _ * n
as being one of the most worthy fields for life investment. Careful con- 
- *■ j. ' 1 t . * r. " * V *" »
-»s « > .
t 
CO
sideration of all fields should he encouraged and insisted upon, and 
help should be given in every way possible. As in all vocational 
guidance, hurried, untimely decisions should be discouraged and th^ need 
for a personal decision expressed before actually entering the field. 
Again, the individual ifiay'b'e allowed to study the field and prepare him­
self for part-time service and then, after actual experience, make a life^ 
decision. If he choo9e8 some other vocation, his knowledge and exper­
ience in the work will doubtless ins.yre part-time service thereafter. 
Decisions for full time or lifa service should be follo-vred up immediately 
with proyisions for study ^nd training. Wise and sympathetic, ad vice, 
help and encouragement should be accorded to all throughout the entire 
program of preparation and later service. In all leadership recruiting 
by such committees, the vocational guidance aim and approach should be 
followed as closely as, possible and, as previously suggested, $ complete 
program in vocational guidance given place as soon as it can be arranged.
A helpful^ considerate and .sympathetic attitude on the part of 
o]iurch members and educational conmittees toward young people who are 
facing the problems of life investment is greatly to be desired, even 
though the young people in question are contemplating service in other 
than religious fields. Cooperation and aid, whether through vocational 
guidance or any other means, is in itself a worth-while service, and in 
case these young people choose other vocations, will prove'an encouraging 
factor in causing them to give part-time service to religious work% Ihe 
very fact that older people are thus interested will warm young heabts and 
give them renewed energy and courage to settle life 'probl'ems in a 'manjier - 
in which they too can be o'f most help to'bth'ers in'the future'. Such in­
terest and help in examination^ selection, training and future work in
* vocations is one of the real services of the church toward all her people, 
and every effort made will bring returns of a hundredfold.
in. The Community Conmiittee on Education.
The community committee on religious education is another agoncv 
in presenting this field. This very necessary committee is usually" 
chosen by the executive council and Is entrusted with the jurisdiction 
and control of all phases bf the community pdogtrfeih fot religious education. 
As in the case of the bhuroh educatiohaT committee, the coramOnity bomnittee 
is resoonsibie to the overhead* board in hll its work and serves as an 
educator to inform that body of the field in all of its different phases. 
One of the chief concerns of such a coininittee is the provision of leader­
ship to man its program.- This task is accomplished through methods simi­
lar to those employed by the church' educational committee, namely,
A. Vocational Info'rmatidh Campaigns.
Those campaigns may be conducted'through the mails, through 
church pulpits, mass meetings and addresses. They set forth the movemant 
and its possibilities as a field for service -which requires leadership.
B. Look-out Committees in the Churches.
The educational committee of the community will do well to have 
look-out committees in every church which upholds'the movement. The pastor 
has the better opportunity for knowing people of promise in the church mem­
bership. His aid and that of members of the church will prove valuable 
in presenting the field to prospectives within the church and in many other 
waysj in^the community work. The names of prospective leaders should be 
^carefpiry filed and the information recorded as received, as in the case of
V
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the church education committees.
C. Personal Presentation of the Field.
Personal presentation is the most effective means of setting 
forth the field of religious education as an opportunity for community 
service. The committee members are usually the ones who do this worlr, 
although others sometimes have a part in it; In this, as in other pro­
grams, the length and nature of service, the occupation and age of the 
individual and other conditions s>|ould' determine the manner of approach 
for all tactful recruiting Jeaders. Through these agencies, community 
committees on religious education will prove themselves effective instru­
ments for presenting the field.
Ihus, the vocational guidance movement, the local church com­
mittee on education and the community committee on education are three 
outstanding, available instruments for presenting- religious education, as 
9 field for service. Their ability to effect this task -will depend 
largely upon their resourcefulness and nrovision for such a program and 





The Soientifio Method as a Means in Seouring Leaders
for Rellgioias Education.
. .CHAPTER IV.
The Scientific Ifethod as a Means in Securing Leaders
for Religious Education.
i
The common impression among a large number of people when.first
introduced to the vocational guidance movement is that the vocational ad- 
'" •' '
visor and expert can, by looking a person over, tell him imrosdiately what
‘ • • f i" i
he is best fitted for and where he will be a success in life. Such a 
conclusion's far from being true. Again, the idea is quitd prevalent 
that vocational.experts, after a psychological test or analysis of per- 
sonal .characteristics of the individual, can tell him at once where to 
invest his life for the greatest returns. This idea is even more wide­
spread than the former, but few, if any, leaders in the field are claim- 
ing such results f*or either laethod.. According to findings in this field, 
psychological tests and personal,analyses are a valuable means of help 
and guidance, but they are. nqt the last word and cannot be treated as 
such ill choosing or recommending a voca-fioh. Tests and ana'lyses have 
^proved valuable in finding people to fill ’'positions which require definite 
characteristics; much space and study is now given the analysis ‘blank 
for applicants for different occupations^- among them the public school 
teacher. However valufL^ble or valueless these may be. as the final cri­
terion in vocational choice and advance, there is certainly a _pl^ce for 
pe^^onal analysis, job-analysis and surveys in. ^.resenting roligipus 
education as. q "worthy vocation and in seour.ing leadership for that wopk. 
This chapte.r ps liven over to.-'the. .examination and consideration of them.
w-
I. The Plac? of Personal Analysis in Securing Leadsra.
Personal analysis is a valuable agency in bringing the individual
face to face with himself and his possibilities. When the young man
^ %
starts out to select a life vocation, he usually gives no consideration 
to self. In most cases, he considers a vocation as an abstract thing
■w . r
which is merely a means of acquiring wealth, position and honor. The
^fact that others have made a financial success in a certain vocation is
for him sufficient guarantee that he too will succeed, so he desires to
_ ■!.
pursue the ^sapie calling. A personal analysis brings self into the con- 
sideration on life questions and it results in a survey of interests, 
powers and characteristics which are vital factors in life choice. Per- 
analysis also gives the vocational advisor a source of valuable in- 
formation for his work with the individual, in supplying that individual's 
owriTcomments regarding himself as a basis of further questioning and 
assistance in reaching certain deductions and, conclusions. In religious 
eduqatioh, personal analysis will have added importance as a-means of 
evaljijit'ing and suggesting curricula for courses, according tp individual 
needs, For these ^reasons, personal analysis is worthy of consideration 
in^dTjF'^ograms which involve life choice and s.ervice.
A., The Use of the Self-Analysis Blank.
The one instrument of personal analysis is the self-analysis 
br^^k which is filled in by the individual himself. The self-analysis
blank requires a close study and careful consideration of one's own self.
Its purpose, according to Prof. Jesse B. Davis, is: "to help the student 
know himself, to form some judgment regarding himself and arrive at some 
definite decision with respect to his action." li is possible to study 
^"Vocational and Moral Guidance", J. B. Davis, p- 77.
one's self without a blank, but such an examination is abstract and un­
satisfactory without a guide of some kind. The blank provides a most
1 r ' . 1 .
usable n^ans of self-analysis by centering one's thought and consideration 
on defi-nite points which are written down in black and white. When the 
blank is filled out, the individual has opportunity to survey himself as 
a whole and weigh his own possibilities. "We imagine we know ourselves. 
But to attempt to put on paper a searching description of one's self,will 
often reveal much that would,not otherwise be discovered. - “ One's 
■vfeakness of character oif^.eduoation will be shpwn most, effectively by 
writing down one's .Qwi| estima'|<e. one!s own eelf."^ The self-analysis 
blank has an ii^qrtant place a^d^fugction in all vocational guidance 
programs, and therefore, should have its place in religious education 
leadership recrpiting. ( A copy of the self-analysis blank compiled 
arid used with‘good results by Prof. Jesse B. Davis in .public.school voca­
tional vrorlf wiil be found in the front pages gf this thesis.)
f
B. The Use of Requisite Blanks.
^ ' I i-
Having considered the self-analysis blank as tbe means of 
securing a thorough examination of self, the next consideration is that 
of the personal requirements of the different fields - each field's re-
K *
quirements of the individual entering it. The instrument for acquiring
. <-
^Chjis information might well be .called the personal requisite blank. It 
is a blank prepared for each vocation in which the personal characteris­
tics which seemito be necessary for the .greatest individual success in 
a partioplar field are listed. A,a in the case of, the self-analysis 
blank, the personal .requisite blank is by np m^ans a fin^l te,st^*for or 
against entering, any vocation, but is an instrument whiqh lieta the
^"Vocationa'l'sifid Moral'‘Guidaftce", Jesse B.T)avi‘8, p. 77
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personal equipmei\t--which-would seem^lo guarantee the grelatest success in 
a field. This Information is needed ih order to cl'arify aims iri leader­
ship trailing'and to ai'd recruitirig. Again, it set's both a standard by 
Irhich prospeotives'can bdasure themselves and'-a goal toVai^d -which'to 
strive. *
' *• -jr ^
It is assumed that the essential characteristics which oontri-
bute to good leadership may be improved. Wiite it may be true to a
large extent that good leeyiers are born and not made, or in other words,
that these qualities are mainly ori^nal in their nature, yet it is taken
taken for granted that such qualities, when present, are improvable. If
such is not the case, we ere inevitably forced to the conclusion that
leadership training is impossible, and that all institutions for training
leaders should go out of business. Assuming then, that there are certain ♦
groat qualities' which are essential to the make-up of a good leader in 
certain fields and that those, like all other known mental functions, are 
improvable through proper application of the lawe of learning, the problems 
of leadership training are: (1) to find those individuals who, after care­
ful consideration of personal characteristics'hnd-other vocations, -feel 
that this is the one in which they can best serve the -world; and (2) to 
aid such prospective leaders in strengthening and improving theif charac­
teristics • “ ■ ’ .
#«
'D
Now that the pers'onal' requisite- blank has been -accepted as an 
authentic instrument in the program for leadership supply, otff int'eTest 
turns to the compilation of such a blank for use in the field of religious 
education. Vlhen one attempts -bo set down a list of the personal charac-
. '** T
teristics necessary for efficient and effective leadership in religious
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education, Ke is.-presuming to a. considerable .extent,The,re-ar^., no
doub-^, many leaders whbse iJrork is -cKaracterized by marked resu-l-ts who lack
some, or may, of the qualities to be listed. There my be other qualities,
more important thah those given here, which should be, dncJLud.e.d. Again,
theory and praatice in dihis -field ^r,e divided tro ^ large.jia_gr,Qe. Only
the most persistent and skillful 'study and observation will enable us to
compile a nearly definite and iron-clad list qf .qualities/or- l^eaders.
The following list, however^ includes -those :p9.rsonal qualities which
are generally, accepted by leaders in this jfield-at the-‘pres,e,nt time-.
r- -.r- ‘ . f
They divide naturally into two main classes ,parso.iial. equipmnt and 
professional equipment.
1. Of personal equipment.
_ ' ^ r '
General appearance,- poise, personal neatness, correct posture,
modesty and charm.
Physical^fitness;- 'possessing energy and -endurance.
Voi'dff,- a cl*ear', pleasing-and »well-Tfiddulated voice.
Intellectual cajJacity,-' marked nati'^e"Tn0ntal ability and capacity.
Adaptability and resourcefUlnega-,-^’'ability tO ta'dapt one's -self to
conditions and surroundings; ca 
pability of meeting situations, 
rising to bccasions; fertile in 
expedients.
Initiative and self-reliance,- confidence, aggressiveness; in­
dependence in originating and carry 
ing out ideas.
Accuracy,- in statements, records, reports and'all^TOfk.
i * »
Industry,- sense of responsibility; steady apjjlioation to work;
'diligence. " ’ '' \ i.-
*■1 '
Enthusiasm and optimism,- cheerful outlook, "pep", zeal, ardor.
Integrity and'-Sinderi'ty,- soundness of moral principles and
genuineness of character.
UTiTV
Self-control,- rational and free from impulse; balanced.
Promptness find method,- ready and quick to act when-occasion
demands; system.
Tact and discernment,- adroitness, address, quick appreciation
of the proper thing to do and say.
Sense of justice,- open-mindednes's; fairmindedness; ability to
give all a "square deal”.
EficourSigemeftt add sympathy,- inciting to actioh, perseverance,
mutual feeling for others•
Firmness,- not easily moved, steadfast-,’unyielding?
Sound, effective and expanding religious'ex^Jerience,- well-
balanced, rich, vital, warm and grow­
ing faith, convictions; prayer life.
Consecration,- life dedicated to Christian service.
Love and interest in children.
Congeniality,- inviting confidence; approachabj-e,‘.friendly. 
Consistency,- regularity; dependability.
Persistency,- sustained effort; "staying on_the job"; importunity. 
Modesty,-^unassuming ^manner;-.prqpriety,*- • v : '• »»
Living ever in the ppesence ,of J:.he Best. ^ ^
Altruism,- a real and .jnptivating desipe to help ciphers.
^ %
Of professional equipment.
Academic preparation,- background; school-work other than pro­
fessional; adequacy for 'i-he .pr^speqtiye 
work.
r - ‘ •»"Professional preparation,- specific training in‘religious educa­
tion a4oquatq for the designated 
’"field of service.
Understanding of children,- insight into child'nature (psychology),
sympathetij, scientific practical.
^ Inteppst in every pbasq of, and per.t^^rifth'g.tp^ the whole movenenb 
of religious education.
Interest in community and church life.
««■ *2**' I**
Ability to meet, interest and inspire fellonr-workers.
1 '■ *“ i ”■ *
interest in the lives of pupils,- desire to know and help pupils 
r ^ perspnally. ^ .
Cooperation ahd Loyalty,- proper ^and wholesome^ attvityde. towaI^ia
colleagues*and superiors; loyalty to 
church and movement. . ^n ^ * ' ‘ 3 "I ». * „
Ability, to secure pooperAtion and productivity.^
i l’ ■'7 »
Professional interest and jgrcrtrth,- continued, interestand effort
to keep up 'to date and improve 
self-knowledge and ability inI . the' field.
C. The Score Card.
The next topic for consideration is the score card, or personal 
record card, as an instrusent in vocational guidance. These cards are 
filled in by the vocational guidance advisor or committee members who 
have gathered, infprina'y.bji ^hrou^l:^ .persp^nal^c^onferenoes, yocational class 
work and or-ganizationa and fi;pnKOther ^sojurces. Their .contents^ should 
be kept ^sj:ri^ctly^ private by suc^ people,^ The value of such data to 
advisors and co.mmittees, can,hardly be overestimated. The shortest and 
simplest arrangement of items which gives th^ neoepsapr infoxma.tion is 
best, while sufficient space should be left for oonments and opinions of‘‘-T '^>1. '
instruotorA.*.^ It is doubtful if unfavorable data shou^^ bo f^ed on 
these cards, especially when they are to, be usedjjj^r. a ^number of .years 
and are likely ,to change hai}d,3._ j|ransi^s3_ipn^of^oa^as through grades in 
public schoqlexaggerated, ^and unsatisfactqry comments by sonra.^teachers 
or leaders, and the value suooepses rather than failures - these are 
sufficient ^reasons for banning or cuftaillng the practi-ce of fiUng
unfavorable data on sppre cards* In publip school yocati^pn^l^ ptrograms, 
score oards:sare passed on -with the pupil f^om,grade to grade,^serving as 
a, complete record on the individual from start to finish of the,voca­
tional, wprk-* Such a record carefully kept serves a yaluable purpose and 
is a means-of checking up on the individual. Scoreboards wiH likewise 
be helpful .and will prove a requisite instrument in church programs of 
vocational guidance, in personal moral records and^repords of prospective 
leadership for the religious education program. ,( A copy of the score 
cardsused in the vocational guidance work in the. Boston ppblip schools 
is listed in the exhibits in the front pages^of this, thesis.>) Score 
cards for use in morals and religions would naturally contain some 
different items and would have to bo compiled with such work especially 
in view. ,
II. The Job-Analysii^:, Its Purpose and Use.
The job-analys.ig. .dealp with -^he ^qctual^work to be done in p cer­
tain vocation. It is an analysis,'of a pertain, field of work, giying. the 
mechanics of the work itself, as well as information concerning all,^ 
phases of the work. The value of such an anolysj.s, is readily ,appre- 
hendedT and its use in the business worl is wide-rppread. One is informed 
by it of the actual duties and demands j.n a certain occupation ydiich 
can be judged..as a probable and desirable field. He may also estimate 
his ability to do the required work. . Some attempts have bepn, made tp 
compile job-analyses for leaders in religious education. Thosp in use 
are very helpful and enlightening, especially in prpyidipg informatipn 
as to the real work and position of a leader pf religio\i3 0d\ication.
As is the case in many new fields, the work of the religious educational
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loader is not generally kno'wn, and the leader is lodked?upon. by. many 
as the "handy-ipanj' a^out the church with no definite task of hj-w own 
but to. do whatever work arises. A job-analysis is. a meaps -of inform­
ing the public of the, (Jef|.nite and clear-cut •fiask of the religious 
educational l^^der. - A ta^k which in itself requires the qntire effort 
and time of the Individual., ,, Moreover, the job-analysis presents .the^ 
work in its true light to seek life investment therein. Ah the
field expands and the technique of the field and loaders becomes more 
definite and better known, other job-analyses will probably be compiled 




A. its Purpose and Use.
K
Apothor powerful item in presenting any field for life service 
is the survey. fhe hurvey is .a bird',8-eye view .of all phas.es of a 
certain field of work. Its place aa an effective instrument for vqca- 
tional information is vouched for by the nunerous surveys vliich have 
been printed of outstanding industries and vocations. -^Such surveys 
are valuable in presenting different fields of.woik and are usually 
published by men in that particular occupation as a:''rec’ru3^ing measure. 
Through an adequate-survey, one should get a,view .of a vocation 
its ,different phases. Its .pur^Qse is, informational, and is valuable as.
a criterion by which .anyone cap estirate his .desire and,...abi.lity to epter 
a' particular fiel^. To young ^eople^who .are not allowed the privilege 
of vocational, courses of* instrjqction, At is .the means of securing
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infor^tion-on the different fields ^or life choice. Such survey has
not yet b6en compiled'for the field of religious-education ^ Therefore,
this chapter conolxAes with a cohfcise bird‘'a-eye viSw of religiSus educa­
tion as a worthy and challenging field for'all young people who desire 
to give valuabl'e s'ervice t'o the world and ^mankind. It is* hoped that 
there will'follow ir! the-hear ^fhture a'more efficient and usable survey 
which is deserving of‘publication'’and wide distribution a worthy in­
strument fbr this movement. *
•’i 1•( 1
B. -A Short Sufvey-of-th^ Field of Rhli|iotfS'’Education.
1, The field incentives.
All worthy fields for life investment are accompanied by great 
dynamic incentives‘which t0n<i to u?ge one on to' giving himself in'that 
Service. Religious education has such-underlying inberitives, the'most 
outstanding of -^hich are:
a. Lo^d of chUroh. Ohe of the^great incentives td^rd any 
religious field is church' loyalty. ‘Eve^y responsible person knows tHfet 
the future ofany ins'titution depends on the number and quality of the 
present children who’are'to'‘assuine the responsibility in years to come. 
In like’manner, the future-of th^ church depends'upon childhood.
If the church is'to move forward, if she is ‘to hold her present plhoe 
in the world and accomplish her purpose therein, she *mh8t'h'avb' a leader­
ship and personnel which will’‘fceep'HQp in feffioiendy with wdrld growth. 
The church cannot-Continue as she has, and carry forward her-missign. 
Her one'hope.-is to-traih-b6yp and girls that they-may give the church, 
the- personnel and leaderships which will keep her abreast of the times
<
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and enable her to aoomplish her mission. The church of today has but
f
two alternatires. She must either train her childhood that they them- 
selves may be fitted to live wholesome lives, and save the church whose 
mission is to save and lift humanity to the Master, or perinit hehs.elf to 
continue in the same old rut of ineffective methods, inadequate facili-
^ r
ties and lack of preparation for her youth, and be swept out of existence 
as a dynamic factor and institution for uplift and help in the world. 
Religious education is the only effective rerr^dy which can save her and
every man, woman and child who loves the church and desires to see her
'• i
sway extended can best aid toward such a result by throwing themselves 
and their influence whole-heartedly into the religious education as the 
one means of saving the situation.
b. Love of the child. Unfortunate is the man ^o has never
experienced a love for children. In fact, there are very few who do not
possess a real love for the child. All share in a desire for protection
♦ •
and the very best for all childhood, whether known or unknown to them. 
Such a desire arises from an instinct as deep-rooted as that of parent- 
hood. When an issue for child betterment comes before the public, 
there is usually only one result, - give the child the best possible 
opportunity in life. To withhold training in morals and religion is to 
deprive the child of training of the most vital and far-reaching im­
portance to his life and all-round development. No person with proper
? ‘ f
regard for the child and his welfare can refuse to show interest and
accept his responsibility in securing the very best for every child 
and to give every opportunity for wholesome development by the most ef­
fective and useful means possible.
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There is only one way to.save our childhood. That way 
through proper training in religious principles. Wio will not^listen 
and respond to a call and cause in which our childhood is at stake?
Parents who desire the best for their children should be interested in 
such training, that they may understand their children and give them 
wise and helpful guidance. Such guidance comes only through knowledge
'j * ^
of child nature and life. This knowledge will go far in checking the^ 
present tendency against wholesome homo life and will save many boys 
and girls who go wrong merely because they are misunderstood and mis- 
judged by unwise and untrained parents^who do not^know their children. 
Those who have a love for children cannot fail to see the opportunity 
they have in religious education for putting that love into real, help­
ful service for the child’s best welfare.
c. T.ove of society. There are many people who are more than 
willing to give an4 do when the need and betterment of society is at 
stake. Future society depends uipon^the youth^and cjiildhood of ^.odajr.- 
Today's youth are tomorrow's citizens. Ipie,problems of today are numerous 
and complicated and we are far from solving many of them. But. trifling 
are the present problems when compared with tho8e_,of the future, ui^ess 
the future citizenry is dominated and controlled, by ideals and attitudes 
far above those of the present day. IShat causes crime, injustice, rob­
bery and no respect for la^? Only one thing, the^^^lack of prqper ideals 
and attitudes in the hearts and lives of, men.^ Indeed^ surveys of the 
present-day student bodies and^sohool-rponK reveal^the uttqr need for 




All worthy and stabilized movement of society can ie traced
back to one figure of'history, Jesus Christ. fhere is no other way to
save society. Great Christian ideals must be inculcated into the boys
and girls of’the present day, if we would save society of the future.
That can be done only through a carefully organized, efficient arid ef-
* >
fectiV0%ystem of religious teaching. The society of the future depends 
on our childhood. The ohilAhood of our nation is dependent upon their 
ideals. The necessary ideals can be attained best through an efficient 
system of religious education. Who will refuse to save future society?
j
A Tnoyement with such an aim can be carried on only with the aid of 
people who'are willing to give their time and talents as loaders in the 
field.
d. Love of country. There is ,a strong patriotic, appeal in 
religious education. W© love our country and.we covet for her the posi 
tion of worthy leadership in every world problem and need. How are we 
to make her the inevitable .arid deserving le.ader of the nations of the
world? How are we to make our nsitiop and, the world safe for democracy? 
The safety of demqcracy demands intelligence and godliness. "The late 
world war will have been, waged in va-in, if we hand .democracy .over to an 
ignorant and godless people. A democratic people must be able to think
clearly and. act righteously. The world will never be safe for democracy
until intelligence and godliness are the copnon ppssespions of the whole 
race. Democracies must learn how to uffike secular and »ypligious education 
efficient and universal."^ The pne question that above all, others con­
fronts Anrericanq today, in politics, In business, in the field of labor
and in social relations is the moral issue. The moral integrity of the
^Religious Education and AmeritfaTirDemocracy", W. S. Athearn, Fo rewo rd, pV vii.
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city, the family, the business -world and the social order is the 
supreme problem. We_, as Christians, agree that i^ral character is ^ ^ 
primarily determined by religious convictions and motives. These are 
largely the result of education. Hence, the educational conditions in 
America today are a challenge to the best Christian manhood and woman­
hood. They-challenge-first the home, then the church. They demand a 
leadership in numbehsV'in sHli, In intelligence' add in convictiorTf ully 
equal to thfe truly herblc^tasTc of trMh^ing the rising'generation, so that 
it will be truly Christian. To leaders* in the field of religion, -an 
opportunity is given to make 6, much-needed^contribution to the life of
* t
the nation. ' Their motive is patriotic as well as religious.
e. Love of Christ - Christian duty.
The call to leadership in religious eduoat-ion-is a call to real 
Christian duty and service. The idea that one.^as to go to the foreign 
field, enter the ministry or do slum work to be in Christian service is 
antiquated. The man and woman who seek Christian service, but feel that
Vi '
they cannot ^ive it because they are unable to enter the previouslj/--m0n- 
tioned fieids have an opportunity of unbounded dimensions at ^heir own 
door-step. Others who seek an oppo_rtunity for Christian^ service, but 
cannot give all of their time therein may in this field give part-time 
service with far-reaching results. In .many instances, sucb service 
means the. sacrificing of other interests and desires, but a work which 
costs nothing accomplishes little and brings no satisfaction, A care­
ful conservation of time'and endrgy/on'the' pert of the busiest of 
people will'-result in-a joy^ in service o£‘which:-they will never be,:de- 
prived. The s'eorifice of--sdiite iless important interests’^ that-the ^tiii» 
may be' given herein, will be r^arded'with-the consciousn^s that one
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is doing the Father’s will. For in religious education; one has'oppor-
»■ w -
tunity for as'clear-cut and worthwhile a duty in educating childhood in 
the ideals of Jesue Christ and th§ Christ-way of living as‘was'ever 
offered to any'man. r'
i V ^
2. The field itself. . ^ " v
Having considered the grfeat underlying incentives'which should
I. '
cYeate interest and lead tO‘life‘in-TOstmeni in^religious'education, let 
us now consider the nature and comparative merit-of the-field itself.
. a. A prbgram^of thd highest and betef.
Religious education is a program of the highest and best. It 
demands the highest and the best in service and it continually chlls 
forth the finest qualities in every individual who is related to it in 
anyway. Its ideals and teachings are based on" the life and teachings- 
of One who lived and spoke as no other .man ever lived’or spoke. They 
are the very peak of- all religious add n&ral'^truthB Of the centuries 
and they are the required remedy for all present-day strife^and'dis­
order. IJfodern religious education stands for the highest and best in 
methods and standards, as well as motives and teaching. We challenge 
comparison in methods and standards with present-day education and hold 
for even higher standards. Finally, here is a field which stands for
the highest and best in every detail. Such a program will be TOrthy
* "
of the lofty mission to which it is called.
b. A task olear-but and worthwhile^. ’
Ihe work of religious eduoati.dn is a oloar-out ar^ worthwhile 
taslc - an attractive and worthy field for service. It is a field with 
a challenge for the best there is in the nhsf capable people.
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"If we were to classify the occupations of men on the basis of character, 
quality and intrinsic value of the raw material with which they work, we 
would have sir groups or levels of workers. At the bottom of the list 
would be the artisans who work with brick and mortar^ wood ^and stone, 
cloth and leather, workers'with inanimate matter. ' Above the artisans 
would be the engineers and machinists "v^o work with steam and electricity, 
with the^mysterious forces of nature. This group satisfies human needs 
by the use of more refi,ned knowledge, more complipated tools ^nd a higher 
t^e of skiir tlian the group below. Next above the engineers are a 
group of horticulturists who ^ork with vegetable rtatter. They must master 
the secrets of life forces and cooperate with the laws of nature or their 
work will not succeed. ^bpve the workers in^vegetablo life is*the level 
of animal husbandry in which*“the raw material is animal life. These 
workers must master more complipated material than vegetable life. They 
must■*deal with more refined instruments of control. Above the level of 
animal life are the teachers, the eduqators who deal with human-conscious­
ness, who must master the laws w^ich govern man’s po^r to think and feel 
and do. And still above ,th© teapher, at_thq very pinnacle of the vpcation' 
al pyramid, are the religious'teachers' and preachers ^o *de'al with the 
relation of the mind of man witt>_the God. All these groups are
worthy callings. All satisfy*iiuman needs; all must have special know­
ledge; ail must have special tools; and all must hav^ a high degree of 
skill; but the first four deal with forces and substances that are finite 
and temporary and material, while the last two work,with the immortal 
souls of men.” ^
This is a work which stimulates the desire for service in all other voca­
tions, and is an agency for helping and guiding in all vocational choices. 
The call to 8uoh\ definite, clear-cut and'coramendahle work can but appeal 
to men and women who desire the greatest returns for the life investment.
c. A serv.ice respectable ^4 worthy.
Religious educa'ji.iQn is a respectable and worthwhile vocation.
It calls out the best in gill people and stands for the highest, in all 
phases of individual,,9.r^d CQmmunity life. It carries a respect and
position similar to that gicpordsd the mipistQ.r ^and public educator -
'i ’
in fact, a combination of both Tifliich is Very satisfactory. It enables
friendship and acqualhta^nce^with »the best people and entrance into the 
best homes of the land. To call education a vocation other
than one worthy of the deepest respect and honor in the community would
^’’Teaching the Teacher", W. S. Atheam, p. 176
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5e an injustice to the field.
d, A servloo under a tried qnd worthy institution.
Again, feligioua ©dupation'is fostered and supported by a most 
-worthy institution, the church. The Christian church lias lived through 
the centuries of storm And adversity and has come forth from edch trial 
a little more purged and-{Prepared for her mission to mankind. 'It is an 
institution which was cbmmisaiohed hy Christ Himself to spread His 
gospel; it has survived since His time And has continued'to do ms will 
until the present day. No institution serves to holster, uplift and 
balance society as does the Christian church. Remove all churches from 
just one city and not© the consequences. Property, b'us-iness and all^ 
livelihood in every community are dependent to a remarkable degree upon 
the churches of that community, 'ihe, Christian church' stands for the 
highest ideals in every phase of life. It is the^institution which has 
the final word in all questions and queries j)f society._ It is the in­
stitution to which the outstanding statesmen of the present day are look­
ing for the remedy for all of humanity's illnesses. "To whom else shall 
we go?" Thinking people, whether or not they be Christians, church mem­
bers, know that the values of human life, property and business in this 
country rest on the ability of the Christian church to carry forward her 
mission in this and other nations of the world today. The church of 
today is the hope of the future. It is the balance-wheel of all society. 
It has stood the 'tes't in J:he* past* and/will 'rise_ t'o its' task in‘the future, 
and the person who chooses religious education as a field for'life work 
enlists foV se'rvice under -ail institution which is* stable, honorable and 
of increasing-usefulness’. In such service'one'Will be instrumental in
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extending the sway and ^authority of m institution‘which seeks -to bring 
out t^e best in men.
e* A scope‘Which is world-»wide.
The scope of religious education as a'field for service ia 
world-wide'. Even now, it is nation-twide, extending over al'l sections'of 
the country', and it is spreading with amazing-rapidity* to all nations of 
the e^rth. Thya, it affords'opportunity for work in any nation, clime 
or-state, and among any class oh'nationality Of people one may choose.
3. The field*8 opportunities.
Let us now consider this field as to its opportunities for those 
who enter. What does religious education offer in the way of opportunity?
a. A new and untried field with unlimited opportunities and
possibilities. ’ ^
Modem? religious education is a*n^ and untried field with tre­
mendous opportunities and possibilities.'"’ There is-much to discover and 
attain. The field'is open"t6 research and.-contribution of every kind.- 
Contributions must be made in'methods, standards; ideas and instruments 
for promoting the work and making it more efficient. Here is an oppor­
tunity to assist in a worthy field and the young man or woman who desires 
to make contributions for'-bhe uplift of mankind will find no better op- 
portunity anywhere.
♦ • t*-
b. - -An* opportunity for usefulness limited only by-self .
The dpportunity for u^efulnesa in this fi&ld"ih limited orily by 
one’s self. The many’avenues’open for service to the’one’-who enters 
this field-unite to mhke'his service confihbd dnly by'his cwn personal 
,ability and"capaoity. Personal resbufcSfe-play an'important part in
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such service and one is useful to the ^xtent to T!»hich he is personally
4.
equipped.
c. An opportunity'for pursuing special f-ields 6T -interest .-f*1 ‘ ‘ ' - - - . I -  - -- 1^
Opportunity for pursuing special fields of interest is furnished 
people entering this field. Religious eddoation covers many phases and 
spheres. Research, drama, music, art, electricity, composition, print- 
ing, journalism, elocution, administration, teaching, social and recrea­
tional activities are some of the phases which are related to this field; 
they reveal its tremendous range of opportunities for service in special 
fields of interest.
d. A variety of occupational activities.
Religious education is in no sense a mechanical or monotonous 
grind, but offers work in. a variety of occupational activities. The 
varied duties and the diverse conditions in which one must serve eli­
minate all chance for monotony and lack of interest. Again, one is 
dealing with personalities which are as variable as the number of people 
themselves. .There is ample assurance that one vdll not be bothered
with a lack of in-^rest or a monotonous grind in this field.
«
e. Many and varied oorit'aota.
Many and varied contacts are possible in this field'Of-work.
One has opportunity to neet many people. One*8 duty includes acquain­
tance and constant cdntaot with people. One must know all of the people 
within the institution or’field 6f work. He must know the leaders of. 
community and city life, and'he must know people of his own profession in 
other parts of the country. Thus, he Vs concerned with many classes, 
ages and types of people; his contacts are many and varied.
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f• A flexible time schedule'.
i
A flexible time schedule is possible to workers in this field.
^
In most cases, one is not tied down to any set time schedule, but is 
free to arrange his work and the distribution of his time according to 
his personal desires.
g. Many openings and permanent work, through life,.
The opportunities for positic?ns^ in religious education are many 
and varied in type and location. The field is a necessary one and is 
of growing importa'nce*; The-demand is great in all phases of the work and 
the supply is limited. Positions may be secured in this field as long 
as one is capable-of doing the work. Thus, the viork is not temporary 
but is one in which there-will always be a demand.
4. The field’s demands.
Our next consideration extends to the fie.ld*s demands upon those 
who enter, viz., ^
a. Ability and responsibility.
The first demand of leadership in religious education is ‘abili­
ty and responsibility. There is much to accomplish and few, as yet, to 
do it. It is a field which demands leaders with ability; without such 
a leadership, the movement is doomed. Leaders who are capable of bearing 
responsibility are jdst as necessary. Just as one without ability and 
training in educational affairs has no place in public education, so it 
is in this field. Specific ability for the work is even more necessary 
in the field of religious education, for there are many added and difficult 
problems in the latter field which are not found in secular education.
4
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b. The highest, moral» physicaLAnd intelleotual. pcrorera .
> This field calls for the highest moral, physical and intellectual 
qualities< As a leader and example for ages classes of people, 
as one jrho -is a worthy ide^l for children to pattern,after, and as one 
who advocates the development of the •ahole man, the Christian education 
leader is called'to he a'^true exponent of all phases o'fworthy and whole- 
some living. Thus, there is a constant demand on leaders in this work
- A , ,
to "live always in the presence of the best" in every aspect of life.
c. The pioneer ^spi|;it. , .j
fhe pioneer spirit is ,a requisite for present leaders-in the 
field of religious education-. This is a new and pioneer-field, lifany 
of its battles must yet be fought and won. The trail must bo surveyed, 
blazed and charted through years af thought, hard study, patient experi­
menting and testing. One must be able to stand alone and firm in the 
face of adversity. One must be able to persevere in the face of defeat
V ip » ” A
and disappointment. One must be willing to give his life, in very 
reality, for the cause in w^iph ho saryeg. Here ig a task, for the man 
with initiative, resourcefulness and persistency,, one which demands the 
very best there is in a man. It demands the pioneep spirit-which will 
persevere and gladly, give all %o the ta^-
n»5 I \
d. Constant study and research.
Constant study and research are requirements of leaders in this
’ * n
work. New methods, plans and ideas must be discovered and initiated 
into this fieldIf one is not able or does not desire to give the in­
tense study ne.cessary for making contributions to the field/, he must, at 
least, study to keep in contact, with the latest discoveries .and findings.
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that h© may conduct an up-to-date program and profit by the latest
i
nethods . Thus, in all phases of religious education the leader- is 
required to study consi^ntly and sbek ne-wc'subjecb-mttex'and methods 
for his Tibrk, If he-is to phov©'effective as a’leader.
e. Careful personal and professional training*
A^in, leaders -herein are required to possess suitable personal 
and professional training for service. Both go hand in hand and are 
alike necessary. The definite listing_ of -^ihe ppecifjc qualities, both 
personal and professional, ^s dealt with previously in this chapter. 
Suffice it to say her© that on© who does the most efficient service in 
this field must be adequately equipped personally and professionally.
5. The field’s returns for service.
The final consideration in this survey of religious education as'^
^ field for life investment is th©',fi©ld*s returns for service. TShat 
does the field offer in return to leaders who give their lives therein?
a. A supreme joy*of-accomplishment in worthy service.
A supreme Joy which comes through worthy Accomplishment and 
service in a worthy cause is one return for such service. Everyone is 
interested in a*hd desires a part in a moverent which fills a great need, 
one which does its work efficiently, persistently and readily accomplishes 
the purpose for which it was launched. Such service and results can be
s & * t I -
•found in religious education.
b. The cultural’ v'alue of the work. ’
The work“has cultural value. It demands constant study, observa­
tion and research. All life movements and many cultural interests are
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related to the task and one must knoT^ and study great world movement, 
that he may understand and adjust his work and program accordingly.
o. Th^ ahility to see partial fruits for one*s labor.
In this field onQ is enabled to ^ee the fruits of,his labor in 
many ways. True, it may take many years to realize the desired ideal 
or results in some phases of the field, but the joy of seeing some ef-
■J;.-forts and teachings manifested daily in the lives of those with whom 
one works, is one of the supreme j^oy? ^realized thrpugh such .service.
The man who helps to fashion the conduct and life outlook ,of one person 
has done a wqrk ^ich can n^ver be measured or evaluated by anyone, but 
which is amply repaid in a personal satisfaction which is also immeasura­
ble.
d. Satisfactory salaries.
Satisfactory salaries are being paid to workers in this field. 
Uniform salaries have not been established because of the short duration 
of the movement, but salaries offered in this field thus far are adequate 
and, consistent with the service given. Present indications are that no 
one contemplating an entry into this field need hesitate because of 
financial uncertainty, for he will receive remuneration ample for com­
fortable maintenance.
Thus, there are some outstanding instruments of measurement and 
analysis which will have a significant role to play in futuhe religious 
education, and whicSi are already useful to those who sedk leaders for the 
field. Personal analysis which comes through the self*analysis blank
m
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and the requisite blank furnishes one with self-data, both personal and 
professional, and the requisites for the fields of service. This allows 
a comparison of both, which is needful in all vocational choice, as well 
as giving an ideal toward which one may strive. The Job-analysis indicates 
the technique of the work in the field and gives one a unified view of the 
whole in black and irtiite. The survey is a bird*s-eye view of a field of 
work with its incentives, characteristics, opportunities, demands and 
rewards for service. These instrun»nts are valuable and effective and will 
have an important place in this field. The field of leadership supply 






THE TRAINING Of LEADERSHIP IH 'THE LOCAL 
CHtJRCH AND COMMUNITY.
CHAPTER Y.
Some Factors in the Training and Appointment
of Leaders in Religious Education.
CHAPTER V.
Somp Factors - in the Training and Appointment of Leaders 
in. Religious .Education. • .^
I. The Obligation of thesChuroh and Community to Individuals^TWho
Train for Leadership.
In all plans and arrangements for leadership ti^aining and place­
ment, there are certain factors which must receive consideration, they 
have vital connection “^th the work. Among them, a factor which must 
be kept uppermost in mind is the' church’s obligation to the individual 
who trains for such leadership. There are three outstanding elements 
which have a place in meeting thia responsibility.
A. Careful .Supervision
Careful supervision is of utnost importance in the worlc,of 
acquiring and attq.ining capable leaders , yhe church T^ich slights this 
duty^can but expect difficulty in attracting and retaining an efficient 
leadership. If it is possible, a trained supervisor should be employed 
in each liocal-church,'or Imcase of community efforts, a director, who
i , *•
has had sufficient training to oversee all phsises of the program. In an 
organization which has a trained director, many of the following sugges- 
tion will be under his control and a part of his responsibility; but even 
so, the chur<^ -or community^ as the case may be, should cooperate in 
every possible way in aiding and fulfilling this obligation. The insti­
tution which cannot secure such an advisor must shoulder this responsi­
bility in the following ways:
1. Supervision and direction for ^betterin^'themaelVes and the work.
The direct supervision of teachers and the work ’itself' is impor­
tant. Such supervision must of'necessity be done by ohe who knows the 
field, and a trained man is to be preferred. But iT dt is impossible 
to secure a trained supervisor, the person chosen must be one who will 
make every effort to equi{> himself for the task. One person is advisable, 
as a group of supervisors, or specific' adviso'r^ •for different departments, 
are not conducive to-unity and cooperation. Proper supervision, which 
will be sympathetic and thctful*, will insure ‘the best possible work from 
all. It will supply leaders with the lates't arid best methods'in the 
field. It w'ill bring about' coopeVatibn and unity of effort and program. 
It will aid leaders in the discovery and elimination of undesirable 
traits and methods and aid them generally in becoming more proficient and 
efficient leaders. Good supervision will also dispose of minor details 
which would otherwise have to be cared fpr by the teachers themselves.
The need for cooperation, harmony, growth and general efficienOy should 
be sufficient cause for providing capable supervision in all religious 
education programs.
2. Complete records, follow-up work and replacement.
Complete records of all leaders should be carefully filed and 
kept up-to-date. Such records, previously emphasized as a valuable 
instrument in leadership recruiting, will be kept through-out the in­
dividual’s term of service in the more e'fficient institutions. The- 
value of these records is obvious. Data and oomparisoh of character­
istics for good’Ibaders'can be seouVed therefrom; the remedying'of ques­
tionable traits and ’chaVaoteristics is aided; ability in other phases and
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fields is made known; and a convenient means of reference for definite 
facts and information is provided, in case of recommendation, change o'f 
sit-iiatibn or position. In the use of these records, follow-up work 
should be carefully carried on and from the knowledge reveale'd, an ef­
fort made to place each leader in 'satisfactory work, suited t’o his indivi­
dual equipment and personality. No doubt there will be in the hear future 
bureaus which will give their entire tinie and attention to the registry 
and placement of leaders in religious education. Such bureaus will", of 
necessity, keep complete records and do foll'ow-up work dn'alT leaders; 
but until that time and eve'n thereafter the local churches and'’community 
organizations 'should keep an adequate, up-to-the-minute record on all 
their leaders.
3. Encouragement,,inspiration and help.
Encouragement, inspiration and help are three other factors in 
all leadership-tra.ining, and work afterward. To adequately prepare for 
leadership in this field, one is required to spend much time, effort 
and in many cases, money. These demands will cause many to bdoome dis­
couraged before they are through and thev will give up, dnless some Ef­
fort is made to prevent it. Again, they are giving much time and work 
with no visible accompli-shraents, results or recognition unless the insti­
tution provides just re'cognition for ihdir efforts. The institutiori 
should keep in constant anc^ close touch with its prospective**readers in 
order to encdurage, hel'p ind inspitd them t^irough the period of training. 
Churches and communities will do well, when it is possible, to have a 
fund for aiding in the training of new leaders within their jurisdiction. 
Not only prospective leaders sYiould have the attention and help of 
churches and eommunities,* but’also the leaders already in service. All
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leaders have their times of disoouragement after they get out into the 
field. There are times when all seems to go wrong; strong opposition 
is faced; the program seems to have failed completely and results do 
not manifest themselves. Especially is this true of the leader in this 
field who is trying to fashion a new program concerned with the formation
M *•
of character and human lives. Persistency and patience are necessary
“I*
because such a process is of necessity slow and painstaking. When 
leaders are meeting with periods of depression, they need and deserve 
the sympathetic encouragement of the members of the institution they are 
trying to serve. The sympathetioj cheery word, the hand-clasp or slap
\ t ''
on the back, the appreciative statement concerning the effort made, the 
results already accomplished and confidence for the future, and *’the 
fervent, effectual prayer" for such leaders at opportune times - these
r
are a part of the duty which all who are interested in Our ^fester’s work 
should share; and they are the rightful due of every religious leader 
wherever he may labor.
;
4. Opportunities and incentives to keep*up-to-date in the field.
Opportunities and incentives to keep abreast of the times in 
this field are necessary to' efficient and effective lea'derbhip. This 
movement is comparatively new; methods and means for progress,which are
I M ^
useful tb 'leaders'in doing the best work, are constantly being discovered,
V e >
changed and modified. Leaders should be encouraged to keep up-to-date 
through the latest literature in the field and through contact with other 
leaders and attendance on meetings and conventions. Provision for such 
opportunities is one of the duties of organizations which require leader­
ship, and every possible incentive should be given to cause leaders to 




5'* ReceptiY.eness ta leaders* ideas and suggesAions the,work.
A wise supervisor -in any field of work^ is always^’xeceptive-<fco 
the-^ suggestions of those-who are..doing the actual, work*-therein. This is 
a <law-of good •supervision." Suggestions offered may or may npt* be good, 
but't1?ey should have cai^bful* consideration, and if satisfactory, should 
be given a place in the*.program. Overhead councils, directors and
Supervisors "may outl-ine-iprogrAms,. plan^ and methods* for the, field; but 
the actual test‘of»their"Worth«comes through their us& and the results 
which they bring.5.Capable'^leaders (teachersJ. through their contaot. 
and experience with, the field*, ar^ ?5ualifi^d,to 'judge and* suggest, plans 
for the furtherance and improvement of the work in that field. All church 
and community organizations of religious education ■vdiioh seek the best for
i . ■'t
their work and organization as well as the interest and cooperation of 
their leaders will do well to heed the plans and suggestions which thesd 
teachers make for their,work'. The’ a’eceptahce’,: evaluation* and use off 
Suggestidns^.i'and.tfftting recognition for such “service', will be-ah^added 
incentive to interest-and cohtributiohs"to'the'WorkT'' ^ s
6. Adequate equipment and agreeable conditions for teachers.
No leaders, however efficient and well-trained, can secure the 
best results in his field without adequate tools with which to work and
* i
surroundings and conditions which are conducive to the best effort.
That one cannot do his best work without proper tools is a fact accepted
i ‘in ,** r
by everyone. Therefore, all religious education organizations are urged 
to be ever alert to these items in their programs. Necessary equipment 
for good work should be secured and provision made for its proper upkeep;
i-i * ft b •' ^
classes should be placed in rooms and buildings which are che’ery, health­
ful, comfortable and conducive to effort; a religious atnosphere should
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bs crdated and maintained in all the "work. As a‘ oonseqdefico j there 
will arise an agreeable and enthusiastic spirit among pupils and leaders- 
a spirit which seeks an outlet in wholesome willingness on the part of 
©^©ryone and desire to strive and attain results• Without such condi­
tions, all efforts will be hampered an4 the spirit of enthusiasm and the 
desire for accomplishment will die out amid the grind of inefficient and 
impaired service* To avoid this and secure the best results, every local 
church and community which attests to train leaders for religious educa­
tion should .exercise every.effort to give sympathetic, wise and tactful 
supervision to all pleaders during training^and after they enter the field .
’fi. An Immediate Task or Responsibility for Each Leader as "He 
* ■ ' Compfelies Training.
Another important factor in the obligations of organizations to 
leaders is an ’immediate' and definite opportunity t'o put their talents 
and training into effect. Considerable time ani effort has'been given 
in preparation for such service and the -opiSortunity should be given to 
put their acquired knowledge and training into use immediately. 'Delay in 
the placenent of leaders is not only a waste of ’talent, but it is taking 
a tremendous chance' with the possibility of dulling thei'r intere‘at'‘ana 
losing their services. Leaders so treated will have'a tendency to 
regret their choice for such service and will turn from the field. 
Jtoreover, interest'dnd emthusi^sm, aj. wei.1 as'the^jiesir^to'become more 
efficient, come only through service and responsibility. The less time 
required in placing newly acquired loaders in some responsible phase of
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the -work the more assurance of renewed interest and enthusiastic success
C. Worthy Recognition for Study and Service.
3 *
A final,, responsibility of organizations is due recognition of 
their leaders. Public mention of people who have chosen this^service
should be made, and every means u^sed to recognize the. high calling to
Trtiich, they are devoted. ^ Recognition, of le^aders in, aU^.ohurch and com­
munity life (as dealt with in phapter l) is^ desirable; above all, there 
should be granted ade.quate recpgnition for work and service performsd 
during training and for the effort and success attained afterward. 
Fitting financial recognition should also be accorded to full-tin^ lead­
ers, that they may live comfortably, continue their study and be fitting 
representatives of thdir caliihg-
Therefore, we h'olVthat ’a’ll churches^ and community organizations 
for education in morals and religion “should fulfill their^ obligation to
their leaders, if they would aid in the leadership supply problem. Care­
ful supervision, an immediate task and responsibility and adequate recog)- 
nition, both 'in training and service, should be accorded all vrorthy 
leaders, and every other possible opportunity used to exalt their posi-
f
► ft ^ , \
tion and service in an essential and uplifting movemsnt.
II. The Importance of Keeping the Standards High.
i
As has been previously stated a number of times in this thesis.
the modem religious education movement is a comparatively new field.
I* I » .
Many are scrutinizing with critical eyes the movement in its every phase ^
■w
These first impressions and judgipents of the morement will 
largely determine its future. We face the question now as. to whether this 
shall be a movement which is unified, efficient and effective, never de­
viating from high standards and ideals or whether it shall be a moye^ent 
made up of diversified groups, ide'als and standards with no, unity or ef­
fectiveness. The former program will appeal to the desired constituency 
and win its support, but the latter JLs already doomed to failure throug,h 
inability to fulfill its task. The methods, principles and, lack of uni­
fied standards of the Sunday School of the past have been the chief 
reasons for its failure to challenge and enlist leaders. .Much more will 
similar methods and standards fail to win support and leadership,of the 
■ present day. Therefore, we covet for this movement a standard so unified 
and exalted that modern religious education will be a chaHenge to the best 
and most capable people for their support and life sjervice. The local 
instit^Jtion or organization which lowers the standards and requirements 
in any way in this field is not worthy of the modern movement for instruc­
tion in morals and religion, and is hurting the cause. Strict .observance 
in keeping all standards high is demanded of every person and phase of 
work connected with the movement, and especially is this true with regard 
to those who arrange for training courses for leadership. All work and 
requirements must be met to the letter and no exceptions allowed. Then 
can we claim unified and universally high standards and we will be able 
to support our claim. ^
III. The growth of the Professional Spirit Among Leaders.
The growth of the professional spirit'among those who are training
----------------------------------------------- ----------------
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* \ and action.
and entering this field is another important factor. Leadership in this
field is a profession -and is. as .high and honorable a^oailing as man ever 
had the privilege of following. A professional spirit which will cause 
teachers in this field to consider themselves as ;nombers of a wPrthy voca­
tion which is set apart, for definite and important service is desirable 
and should be fostered. A professional spirit is desired which is as 
clearly defined and marked as that^of the lawyer, doctor or minister, one 
which will come to mean so much in the lives of leaders that they will 
pride themselves in their vocation, enjoy the companionship with others 
in a similar work and consciously or unconsciously inspire others to strive 
to enter into service. "The professional spirit should be cultivated 
among Sunday School teachers. The'dignity of their work and pride in its 
success should be nourished through all studies and discussions of the 
school. The feUowship of workers separated by vocation and denomination 
will be found one of its most hopeful factors. The sense of unity in a 
great work should always be inspii-ing.^ Cpimnunity problems should be 
discussed before united bodies, giving workers a chance to review the 
whole city for service, and to discuss prayerfully the best methpd of 
enabling the Sunday School to reach its full responaibillty for the re­
ligious education of all oblld-hood and youth.What Mr. MoElfrosh 
has said on the professional spirit among Sunday School teachers is true 
now of all leaders in the field of religious education, especially since 
such service has become a definite, full-time vocation. We must build 
up a professional spirit airong our leaders which will be recognised and 
felt by all, both ^inside add outside the vocation, a spiri't ■which will 
inspire those inside the group to greater service and' efficiency and 
those outside to consecrate their lives to such a service.
^"The Training of Sunday Schpol ■^eaohers. and Officers.", Franklin MoElfresh
p. 70
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IV. 'Rie Absolute NeoQ33ity of Keeping Religioua Education Religious.
The one outstanding and apparent danger of the modern religious 
education moveroent is the tendency on the part of some to lose sight of' 
the underlying and fundamental principle of the whole'effort - the reli­
gion of Jesus Christ. To leaders who are giving their time and thought 
unstintedly to the compiling and testing of new methods and standards 
and to students who are studying the processes and principles 'therein, 
we repeat, there is a grave danger of allowing religion to be left out 
of the program. Mbreover, there is a tendency 6n the part of outsiders 
to consider tlie .movement as merely a device or system for dispensing 
facts. All effort and authority should be exercised in opposing such a 
view and preventing such criticism from becoming valid in the future. 
Religious education must be kept religious. For without the spirit, 
ideals and standards of Jesus Christ, our teaching is void and the title 
’’religious education" is a misnomer. The end and aim of religious educa­
tion is not in the teaching of facts, either religious or secular. One 
could know the Bible from cover to cover and never grasp the fundamentals 
of vital religion in everyday livirg. The end and aim of religion*? is 
to motivate everyday conduct in terms of Jesus Christ, conduct exercised 
by religious beliefs and the inner life.
Leaders and teachers must know whereof they speak when they 
teach children; they must have experienced those things in their own 
lives, if they expect pupils to hoar and be impressed by their teachings. 
Their lives should embody the ideals and standards they seek to inculcate. 
Belief cannot be taught by a non-believer; prayer cannot be taught by one 
who has never prayed; neither can fellowship with God be explained by one 




^experience if they would lead others thereto. Therefore, a definite con­
secration of self hy all who choose this field for life senrice is required, 
and all those who are instrumental in the recruiting and training of lead­
ership for religious education need to realize that every effort should .be 
made to guide all leaders into a definite personal religious experience and 
a life which embodies as nearly as possible the great attitudes and ideals 
which they will be called to teach. Such a field 6f service should be 
approached thoughtfully, reverently and prayerfully and with the keen 
realization of its obligations and responsibilities and the demand for 
a thoroughly consecrated and expanding life. A leader without such 
equipment is not only handicapped, but he is trying to lead children in a 
path which he himself has. not trod.
In conclusion, the importance of the churches* and communities' 
obligations to loaders, the i-mpartance-of-keeping-the s-tandards high 
without exception, the importance of the--groYFth"-of the- prdfessional spirit 
among religious leaders, and finallv, the importance of keeping religious 
education religious - all these must be acknowledged as tremendous factors 
to be reckoned with in all leadershio training and nlaoemont. Failure 
to recognize such factors will undoubtedly prove a hindrance to any plan
for leadership training.
CHAPTER VI.
Agencies and Inatitutions for Training Leadership
for the Eield of. Religious Education.
CHA.PTER VI.
Agenoiea and Institutions'for-Training Leadership for
the Field of Religious Education.
In training up a leadership oapablV of^ the "task 'of promoting the 
religious education movement in an effective and efficient manner, sub­
stantial and uniform methods and means must be provided for such training. 
Accordingly, the Committee on Education of the International Sunday School 
Council of Religious Education has recommended means and standards for
■ ' I s. • - .
leadership training which, if carefully adhered to, will^ give us uniform 
stsuidards and a high grade of trained leadership for the field. The 
standards and requirements given in this chapter are largely^bas^d on 
the recommendation of this committee, with added comments.
In a comprehensive system of leadorsliip training in Teligidus 
education, two groups of leaders must* be considered, '$^iz-., voluntary 
workers add profess'ionTal i/fCfkers. Volunta'ry workers are'those who give 
their time and talent in this field as an avocation or part-time-service. 
Profe’ssionAl workers are those whCf makd^ this k vocation and not only 
give ail of their time.—and effort to the'field, but'are technically 
trained 'for the work ‘aS' in any other technfc'al ■proTessi'on.'
The agencies and organizations for training voluntary and pro- 
fessional workers are divided by the International Committee on Eduea- 
tion into three general classes: (1) popular; (2) professional; and
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(3) non-professignal, .or academic. The training agencies* will-be con­
sidered under these three .general headings. • r
I. Popular Agencies.
t r ”•
A. Agencies Offering Teacher Training Diploma Courses.
r
1^. Teacher training ol-asses. in local churches.
A. Teacher training classes for ..prospective leaders.
Such classes are usually hold at ^he regular church s ohool hoijr. 
This has .aome advantages; ,it,irs an hour set. apart by custom. By.holding 
classes along‘.with'other church-schoql-activities, encouragement j in­
terest .and desire for active service are stimulated through close con­
tact .with activities and the leaders thereiri. A sense of the real need 
for and place of a teacher training olasa in ehurchi and church school 
life should precede class organization, so that the iforic will not be im­
paired and the spirit dan^ened by laolc oC support,, helf-heqrtedness and 
lack of interest. TeachQ.r8 for such classee chould'be-carofully^sblected 
with 'the view of securing the best ones possibly. The more desirable 
teachers will be well-versed in educational methods, psychology and reli­
gious life in all its phases. Classes should meet in separate class­
rooms having all necessary equipment for good work. Blackboards, maps, 
suitable desks and seating, texts and a workers' reference library of 
berth books and periodicals on this field are desirable. Courses, out-
I * *» '». C I
lines and texts for study can be secured from denominational publishing 
houses or teachers may outline the course themselves. The lecture
r T-'-iP •» ^ r ^ ■v-.v'i
method of instruction is not advisable, rather the work should consist 
in questioning, discussions, supplementary readings, map-drawing, re-
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ports on personal observations and practice teachingv Homo prepara­
tion should-be^ r-equired with-witten tests ahd’examinations at desired 
intervals. Study of the Bible in not- alohe. the- subjebt-matter, but . 
rather teaching methodsprinciples, Icnowledge'-end* requirements, child 
psychology. Child nature and‘interests, prayerj honesty^ rivorence, wor­
ship, story-telling, drama,-art, great attitudes and ideals, trustworthi­
ness, these are subjects which-have place in all aeaderfehip courses.
The development of personality among class memberd and zeal for real 
service and investigations ia child nature and life-should-also b!r aims 
of the class. As: the study progresses’, interests of* schblars Will 
turn to certain-definite:.dopartin0nts, groups and ages. Reddings, 
special.observations and reports should be assigned in these fields of 
special interest with-the view toward stimulating further Interest therein 
and encouraging later entry into that branch of tho’work. . A teacher 
training diploma will be given pupils-of*such classes at‘the satisfactory 
completion of-a three-years! course of forty weeks each^yoar, providing 
such courses meet-the requirements of the’'Eduoational-eommittee of the 
International -Sunday School -Council 6f Religious Education.
•» ,
b. Teacher traiftiqg classes for present leaders.
These classes necessarily meet at some other hour than that of 
the church school. The class is composed of the church's leaders nho 
are already carrying on the work of leadership but desire further train­
ing and information in the field. classes composed of both prospective 
and present leaders are not desirable, because they tend to timidity on 
the part of the former and lack of interest and patience among the latter. 
Classes are made more interesting and helpful by complete organization.
-■V'
A class and professional spirili is created in organization, ,frhile com- 
mttees on social life, and devotional life will render help in other 
phases of development. Teachers for such classes should be carefully 
selected - teachers who havQ had training in the methoda and science of 
teaching. The trained teacher is naturally desirable and should be 
employed, if outside teachers are necessary and possible. Upon the 
acquisition of'a capable leader-depends the success of the class, for 
busy people are not willing to give time from week-day activities in 
addition to time for 'Sunday preparation, unless they receive interesting 
and helpful returns. Suitable rooms and equipnant (mentioned in the 
previous paragraph) are necessary for the best work. The work is es­
sentially cooperative, as all will feel the need for more knowledge and 
efficiency in this field and thus have an incentive for the work. Dis- 
cussions, questions, exchange of views, personal experiences, research 
ail'd the introduction of new and untried ideas by outsiders are desirable. 
Outside preparation, papers, reports, tests and examinations have their 
place and should be required 'regardless of personal inclinations. The 
failure of some to adhere to the last suggestion will result in hindering 
the compliance of others and hurting the class in general. Furthermore, 
people who are already leaders should see the necessity for suoh work 
and should have enough loyalty to the cause and its highest efficiency 
to over-rule personal opinions’ in tlie matter. Expressional activities, 
such as'story-telling, drama, drawing word-pictures, description and use 
of imagination, should'have place in class work along with illustrations, 
examples, pracfical application. Biblical character analysis and inter­
pretation .other usable information and. methods . Child psychology, 
prayer, worship, reverence, love of home, ohurch and community and every­
day relationships are sU subjects for study in such groups, the f^pt ^
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being kept constantly in mind that the chief object of the church school
is not mere interpretation or dissemination of facts but the development
of Christian character^, religious beliefs, inner life and Christian con 
duct. A teacher training diploma will be granted to those completing 
a three year course, forty-weeks each year, under the requirements.of
the International Committee of Education.
2. Community training classes.
Another agency for leadership training is the community training 
class. This is an organization of prospective and present church school 
leaders (preferably .the latter only). They usually meet once a week, 
sometimes bi-weekly, except during the summer vacation season, fiegular 
afternoon or evening sessions are chosen according to the convenience of 
the most members. The class is organized with officers and necessary 
committees through which class spirit, professional spirit and social 
and devotional activities are looked to as well as study and class work. 
A competent leader is neoeesary and every possible effort should be made 
to secure one who is trained, but if that is not possible, the best pre­
pared person of those available should be selected. Courses of study 
in thbse classes will be similar in method and subject matter to those 
of teacher training classes for teachers in local churches with the 
exception that care is taken in the handling of questions concerning be­
liefs on which denominations differ. Courses should conform to the 
120-hour courses of forty weeks for each of three years and other re­
quirements of the International Committee on Education, and diplomas 
awarded on satisfactory completion of the course.
3. Schools of Principles and Methods.
The school of principles and methods was formerly known as the
__ A . . *“ _ ____
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'’siumiBr school” and was first started as an organization for furthering 
the principles and teaching the use of graded lessons. The success 
attained by graded lessons is due largely to the influence and training 
of such schools. Their aim was formerly specialization in the primary 
and elementary departments, but now their interest extends' to all phases 
of church school work. Tliese schools may'be denominational, interdeno­
minational or personal, as the case may be, and require only some in­
dividual, committee or organization who will bb financialTy responsible 
for starting one. Regardless of wifether the'overhead i's a state Sunday 
School Association, denominational board, city or church, it is usually 
responsible -for financing and directing the whole program. A. tuition 
is usually charged which only partially defrays expenses. There may be 
five-day, seven-day or ten-day sessions held either in summer camps or 
in cities during autumn or winter. The latter type of school is held 
in the late afternoon or evening and classes are many times preceded 
by luncheons or dinners which enable many to, attend who otherwise could 
not do so. The old lecture nethod has |iven way now to thorough ^nd 
intense class work under capable leaders. Devotions, Bible and other 
general courses in general assemblies and the recreational and social 
life also have a part in the program. Teacher training diplomas will 
be granted those-who complete courses in schools of principles and methods, 
if courses are arranged in three annual tert-day sessions, with approved 
sequence and with prescribed reading arid observation work betwen the first 
and second arid between the second and third years. .Or if five-day ses­
sions are held, at “the completion of 1'20 hours of work, diplomas are given 
providing the character and amount of work done shall equal that offered 
in the three-^ai' ten-day schools and" be properly correlated and unified
t '*■
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by moans of readings* and‘other assignments. v r **
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4, Community'Training Schools, Class B»
" One -of the nrost^pr.ainisi-ng ant^ groniinent-featurea of the modem 
religious education movement* M years has been the grorcth
of vcomnninity institutes, or. “training schools for leaders in this field. 
There-©rff differing plans .and ideaa for .such organizations., but. we pre­
sent here a plan of organization wHinh h^s proved successful under our 
own'observation and seems to best ^^accg|np],'t^ 1<h®^®s>red results in -the 
moat .effective manner. > ? w . - ^
The community training school for leaders, sometimes called a
. #
community teacher training institute, is, as the name implies, a com­
munity organization. It as, thus, an'‘interdenominational night school 
iTith tTTo ohiaf aims, vis., (1) the training of loaders whose duties are 
moitly'^instruction for more efficient leadership, in church schools and 
(2) the training of l0a^er3--?rhpse. major emphasis..is Ministration, 
supervision and duties other thap instruction.- ^'fhe-npture of the wor^c 
and the length pf the course-*demand an .orgMiS^ition-with permanency, 
stability and a centralizing pf authority.
The basal -or overhead organization is composed of a large 
group of people of the community who are interested and see the need for 
a community program.of education ‘in religion and morals. It is a mass
.. A r ** **
meeting of people gathered from, all distriota, denominations and organiza­
tion with the one provision - that they be interested in'religious eduoa-
a 4
tion and be willing to support this enterprise in the community. No 
affiliation irtth any sect or organization''is necessary and the'' program is 
entirely a democratic movement free from all ecclesiastical or conmBroial
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control# It 1^ financed by personal subscriptions, interchuroh bud­
gets, scholarships, special programs, exhibits and public collections.
This overhead group Is organized and after electing officerV, elects a 
board-of dir'eotors of” twelve members, four to'be-elected-'each year, and 
is* incorporated, in most'cases, under’the laws of the, state. Ambng other 
boards is a board of religious educatiomwith hine members*,A*thre’e-cf whom 
are tc'ber elected each year.' Wany phases'Of work my have a part *in the 
coiffiounity*program bf religious educaticn, but bur interest and' attention 
ds here centered cmthe>training school for leaders. The members of 
the community board of religious education should be from different denom­
inations and organizations, so’that all possible objections to partisan­
ship or balance-of-power may be eliminated. This board is responsible for 
all phases of the community.educational program in morals and religion. 
Among its responsibilities is that of the•community training school for 
leaders, if there is one.
•. i ‘ '
The first ddty in starting'a community program-'of •^erducation in 
morals and religion is the securing of a superintendent for the entire 
program, similar to the superintendent of public education in his field. 
Among other duties, the religious education superintendent is director 
of the teacher training school for leaders. Such a director should be 
an expert in this field with specific training ghd preparation as definite 
as that of the superintendent in public education. * ffloreover, he should 
have a personal-'equipment conducive to’this‘type of'work. He is'respon­
sible to the board *of difeetbra/for putting bn the''program'efficiently, 
and besides absolute training in the “field should have absolute ’authority 
and the^unfeserved support and confidence of that board. He selects the 
faculty and courses of study; lays all plans and oversees all details of
the work.
Faculty members for a community teacher-training school for 
leaders should be carefully chosen. Teachers with specific training in 
this field are most desirable, but college professors, public school 
teachers, successful church school teachers, ministers, Bible students 
and men and women of marked fitness or interest may be used. Dr. W. S. 
Atheam suggested in his book, "The City Institute for Religious TeaohJrs 
questions which might be asked in considering the fitness of people for 
places on the faculty. They are:
1. a man of unquestioned Christian character? Is he well
educaved and will his culture aUract the best class of people?
Is he in sympathy with the ideals which this institution is 
trying to popularize in the community?
~ ^ 'billing to aaorifioe tim», enorgy and n»ney in order to 
help realize those ideals? - .
d." fioes -he-know the subject he is asked to teach? Is tte a student’ 
Will he keep up to date in this field? Will he spend money on re- ' 
ferenqe books aftd do the Hard^work necessary to make*himself'the 
community's authority in his field?
5. TOat has been his teaching experience and professional trainin«-’ 
Does he know what school is? Does he know how to judge good teaching?
'6', Is he willing to'96 team work? Will he take suggestions and wel- 
come Critical supervision?
Imported an'd trained faculty members must receive compensation.
L^oal talent will^usually give^their^services gladly, but they should
be sent to conventions and conferences, and supplied with other means
■* 1.
of information and help at the expense of the sbhool. Faculty members 
will popularize themselves and their courses through persistent and
^"The City Institute for Religious-rbaohers", W. S. Athe^rn. p.42
efficient work, but a good director will use every available neans 
of advertising and gaining support for all faculty members.
Sessions should be held i'n a-builrfing located aV centrally as 
posstble w-fth an suditoriuta or assembly room large enough to seat com- 
fortably'the entire'stud-ent body, and wifh sufficient,-well-equipped 
ol-ass rooms. Many institutions are- held in modern church'scTiool 
buildirigs which are s'imirar -in atrudturd and- equipriient to our modem 
pthlic high school buil'dings. Too much care in the'selection of the 
place for sessions canridt -be'exercised 'as the work- is. determined to a 
considerable ertenf By’ideation 'and equipment i Xll pupils- a^e ex­
pected to secure texf-bo'oks, note-books of uniform sis'e'anil the neces- 
safy personal materials for the most effective work. Books for refer- 
ence 'are absolutely essential and -should be ai^fanged for by the cemt 
munity board o'f religious education and the faculty. Careful choice 
of books ’is more important than numbers in such a library'. The books 
should ba adequafel-y filed, shelved in a central place and placed in 
charge of a librarian with regulation rules for their use. Public 
libraries are usually glad to cooperate by having the books placed on 
separate shelves and caring for them as for other library books. Stu­
dents should be encouraged and guided_in building up a personal library
of the best books in the field and their special line of interest.
* «■/
TwoJhdur ses'sions are held one night pef Week, Sbeginn'ing us'ually 
i'n October. -Twenty or thirty wedk boursba Vre'-usha-HV bho'3en,--with 
division info -semesters or terms' by some-. In ‘any case, 'the school 
should close an'd'the-oommenoeme'nt exercises bd-'oVe'r-'be'fore the close 
of public scho'ols -and' tKd general spring rush. Class' periods are
_ forty minutes in length with the option of two schedules; (1) with 
opening devotions and a general lecture, followed by class work or
V ; *
(2) with two recitation periods separated by devotional exercises 
and announcements, pte former course with general lectures are ad­
visable as they serve^in creating a group consciousness and unify 
thoughts and standards in the field. Care should be exercised in 
securing talented, interesting and helpful lecturers in fields of 
work related to this one. All class-room work is expected to be
t
on a high plane of efficiency with required readings, papejs, reports, 
tests,^examinations and a careful, uniform system of grading by teacbe 
as in any other efficient school room. All classes should be opened 
and closed with prayer, should have roll-call, assignments, recita­
tions and other details of the work arranged* in regular order. An 
academic atmosphere is desired in all sessions of the school with 
bells, and-with definitebwell planned Schedules; all carried out ' 
promptly, Vithout hurry or corifu'slbn. ' ' ^ ' *' r
Courses of study should be grouped under five general 
headings, vis., Bible, Departmental, Professional, Fine Arts and 
General Lectures. Bible courses should include Old Testament History, 
Life of Christ, Apostolic Age and Biblical Geography. _ Departmental 
courses are those having, to dp with the standard, church school depart­
ments, as kindergarten, primary, junior, .intermediate, senior, adult 
and hSmp department. Professional courses include child psychology, 
story-telling, supervision and 'management. Fine artd courses consist 
of religious drama-and-art, community and church music, church school 
music and singing, hymnology and others. General lectures, as men-
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tioned previously, are .given by capable speakers qn worthwhile.,sub-,
jeots related to the field. ‘Courses 'should b? arranged and mapped out
for* People desiring work in definite fields, with required and elective
r f " . • -
courses designated. All grades on work are carefully filed by the secre­
tary of the school and provisions made for keeping them permanently. Com- 
rw^nceroent week exercises mark the close of each school year with class day 
exercises, cornTDencement day with a worthy speaker and presentation of di- 
plomas by the president of the community council of religious education, 
impressive and solemn consecration of graduates to this field of service, 
a-school banquet and alumni activities. School spirit, class spirit, afi 
alumni association*-and qth,er phases and functions in all school life should 
be encouraged as a definite part of the program.
The*school is financed by-the community council, of religious 
education through previously mentioned channels. A tuition is charged all 
pupils at enrolipent whiph shpul^ .suffice for paying all expenses of the 
school, excepting the-direotorsalary,s.aftsr^thfl schopl gets under way. 
The tuition charge is satisfactory ae it results in a puch different atti- 
tude'on. the part of stvdents toward the schoplrand its.work,*
» Community training schools are’, divided into two gr.oups accord-...^ 
ing to the recommendations of the international committeo of Educa­
tion; Class B schools-, in-which we. are here interested since t)iey are
*
Further and more complete data and information on Community organizations 
of religious^education and^. training, schools for leaders may be found in 
"The City Institute'for Rel'igious Teachers"—by*W. S. Athearn and in "The 
Ifelden Survey" by the same author.
■s
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included in the Popular Class of training agencies, have t-ha follow­
ing requireiiients for the Teacher Trainin| Diploma:, ,
(a) The curriculum shall conform to the standards of the 120 
hour course,
(bj The school will hold twenty weekly sessions each year,
(c) Two. lesson periods of not fewer than forty minutes each 
will be held at each weekly session,
(d) Three years of twenty weeks each will enable the student 
to complete the work required for the teacher training diploma.
5. Requisite schools. .. . ^
Requisite schools, conducted in conjunction with the Interna­
tional Training Schools and Camp Conferences, constitiite a last agency 
in the popular class of training agencies for leaders. There summer 
schools or camps are held under the direction of the International 
Committee of Religious Education with capable ‘instructors and facili- 
ties for study. The camp provides an outing along with study and is
r 4. •*
conducive to camp spirit, fellowship, recreation and other valuable 
phases of school work. The completion of the 120 hours of required 
work according to the requirements, of the International committee en­
title members of such training sphopls' to the Teacher:*Training Diploma.
.B. Agencies Offering Profession^ Diplonmt .Courses.
1. Comznunity Training Schools, Class A.
■- Community‘training schools of'tbis classification ■rfhich offer 
professional diplomas are 'Similar in-oTganizatlon, routine and manage-
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merit to coinraunity’training schools’, “Class B, except that they prepare 
students for professional leadership in*religious education and are 
'thus more stringent in their requirements. Naturally, more care must 
he exercised “in this clas« of schools in securing better trained^and-more 
competent teachers than in those of Class B.- People securing diplomas 
from-such training schools are prepared for positions urtiich require 
thorough training in the te'ohnique and fundamentals of the movement.
They enter the field as a life vocation* and -are authorities on the work. 
The requirements "for this class of community'training school's j according 
to 'the International “Committee requirements arer
(1) The text-books used are of freshmen and sophomore college 
grade.
(2) The courses of study include both content and method.
(3j) The coursers Of study require not fewer than 30 lessons to be 
devoted to each subject pursued.
(4) Three years of 30 weeks each are required for graduation.
(5) Only two lesson-jJeriods may be taken by a pupil each week.
r
(6) Each hour of recitation requires not less than two hours of 
lesson preparation.
i' i
2. Summer Schools of Colleges and Universities.
Many collegesj universities and higher institutions are now 
offering summer courses in religious education. Teachers trained in •’ 
the field are brought in, if not already oh the faculty. Classes ,are 
“conducted in the college classrooms with similar routine, preparation 
and recitations as in classes in the school year. All work done in 
such classes in on a par with the regular college work. Such'schools 
allow many to attend during vacations who could not otherwise do so,
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and ^0. vprk., campus, life ,and fello.wship f;arnis^ a vacation, both helpful 
and enjoyable, ^^purses are from six to twelve,weeks in, length, and aca­
demic cre<Jit is given for alj. worjc done, popularity of the plan is
vouched for by the institutions which are giving such courses and the in­
creasing number^ho are'taking advantage .of them. Work in such schools 
will be accepted,on the Inbern^iopal professional Diploma, if the-work 
includes "^wo^ summer aessions of pot. less than thirty days each and if 
three subjects are carried each year by each stydent, with the added pro­
vision that credits are aocpmpanied by credentials which vouol) for the 
vrork in^ all respeots..-.regarding both,.^cp,ntent and sequence^ ,
" j i
C. Special Training Courses and Agencies.
r
1. Bible Study pourses. ^
r ’ V '■ii » . <
Bible study groups and classes are easily formed and ‘require lit­
tle effort in preparation and maintenance. They may be intra-church or 
interchupch groups, as 4s, desired, and may be-denominational or interdeno­
minational. A teacher or leader may be hired, chosen from the group;for
' X
members may be selected to lead a meeting and all share in the leadership.
’ . . r L
The study is primarily on the Bible. Many outlines for usable courses are 
available. The lecture method should not be used in such classes but rather 
discussions in which all take part and the teacher directs the trend of the 
discussion. Other features may be added to the class, such as social 
hours, recreational hours and oiher activities which might add interest and 
enthusiasm. International Committee recognition in the form of a Bible 




\ study courses, provided students complete a survey of the Old and Neiir 
Testament equivalent to material included in the second end third years
• T r ‘ i m
of the-Senior Department, Graded Lesson Course.
2. Assooiational Schools.
! ‘"S'
The Young Men's Christian Association, Young Women's Christian
f.,
Association and other community interdenominational organizations are con­
ducting in some communities schools or study groups which are known as
I . '
Assooiational Schools. The school is condudted by one or the other of
* *• J. * . !- I
these organizations which decides on teachers, the- course of study, length
i , „ r , '
of terms and other details of the school. Sessions are usually held in the 
association building and classes are usually limited to employed and
h
voluntary officers for a cooperative community program of religious educa­
tion. The association training school diploma is given after such courses, 




3. International Older Boys' and Older Girls* Conferences.
The International Sunday School Committee has for some years 
arranged training camp conferences for older boys and for older girls. The 
groups eligible for such conferences are from sixteen to ^.wentyrone- years of 
age. The outing atmosphere and camp life, as well as the benefits pf study, 
have caused many older young, people to spend a part of their summer vacations 
in such camps. Permanent and pleasing camp grounds have been selected 
where conferences are held each summer. Leaders and courses of study are 
arranged for by the Intematiqnal Committee with two purposes in mind, 
naraslyj^ ■^o discover young people with capacity for community leadership in .
religious- education, 'and 'to train leaders for adolescent oonmninity organiza­
tion and activity. ^A*Camp Conference Dipl'dma is given at the completion of
p'rescribed courses covering four annual sessions of ten days each
Institutes. -f*’ r^'
" Institutes for leaSors in chui^ch^school adtivities have had a
place among 'training agencies for‘many years. They are "gatherings of a 
denominational or interdenominational na'turd at ■which trained or selected 
leaders of outside or home tal^ent, give lectiffis or hold classes'. In either 
case,' the round-table discussions on actual problems have a large place. 
Institutes may be for community, city, county or district schools, and may 
be under local supervision or that of an overhead organization. The pur­
pose of the institute is to inspire workers, present new methods and stan­
dards and create sentiment for the movement and interest therein. The 
International Comnittee sugpsts |he standardization of the following types
of Institutes: a., ^epk-entjl^ ([S day) inatiitutes; , .
b. Short courpes_ one evening a week continuing, from six 
to eight weeks}
c. Church night programs for church workers.
6. Reading Circle Courses.
c ■»
In many ohurfehes, immunities and cities, reading circle courses
c • t ‘
have been a means .oi* tjraining leaders! ^he sole r^^uj-rements for. such
i m *
groups 'are pnough interested! people and a course of study, whicl\ can be
rl
sebured from denominational publishing.housestor^mayrbe^outlined by local
talent. The ^program of.^th^se classes consists-in reading ,and* discussibn 
<■ * •’Jl ^ **'"






SoTD0 universities, aii»ng them Chicago University, are offering 
correspondence courses in this field. Such c'ourses allovr-homa''work and 
furnish many with a means ofleadership training •who "w^uld othe'rwise be 
unable to secure it* The. objection to such courses>ia the .lack of personal 
touch and discussions by teachers and class members, b-ut there^ is^the ad­
vantage of making one -wrork* out and. think thfough subjects for-himself. " 
Regular courses ,of study and-.texts are used, -with ^assignments, tests, 
criticisms, examinations and grading by the* teacher,.Grades made 'in‘Such 
work ar,e entitled to academic-credit in the university. -
II. Professional Agencies.
A. Training Schools of Normal Sdiool Type.
-r ^ ^
!^0 Qoiqmitt^e on Education of tpe International "Sunday School 
Council of 'Religious Education make the following comments on training 
schools of the normal school type in their report of December 7, 8 and 
9, 1922:
^ "There-‘is a-definite field for training schools'of the* normal 
school type for general church workers who will be charged with the direc­
tion of retligious education In many l“ocal churches. Courses ih' such' 
schools will include general culture subjects and vocational infommition 
and practical skill. The length of training should be two yeiars of thitty 
semester hours each beyond high school graduation. It is recommended that 
such schools‘maintain sub-freshmen courses for. the benefit^ofl" mature stu­
dents whose preparation for college has been irregular. Such students 
should- be admitted as unclassified students and- permitted to pursue such 
technical and general courses as they are prepared to carry. The sixty 
semester hours for gr^aduatlon-should, be distributed’as'follows: General 
culture courses, forty hours; Vocational and technical courses, twenty 
hours. Faculty.,member^ shCuld-in al-1 cases be at least college graduates 
who have majored in the subjects "which they teach. Library and laboratory 
facilities should be equal to those ,re^uired by accredited’ normal college 
graduates." (For more minute classification of courses, see Report itself.)
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B.'-Colleges of Roligi-ous Eduoat'ion.
'TK© college ’of -religiovrs education has al-ready assxuned a-plac© 
among TiWe‘-professional iris'tiiutions'for leadership training. -Thia-institu- 
tidn-is aiTriilar in ch'ar-act^, course,- st-andards and equipment.tq. the purely 
sedular college. Profossora are selected and hired witK'.th© same, training 
and fitness for teaching their subjects. -Building, equipmant-^^^daqs sche­
dules, recitation periods, library facilities,- school-spirit, claea ?pirit 
and all achool life and functions are similar to those-of'any gther .college. 
Courses are required in the^necessary oulttiral subjectsftas in*-any-standard 
college course With a rocationdl major’^of at least fifteen semester hours 
in the specialized field of service chosen by each student. The list of 
subjects for vocational majors is:
Educational Administration
ft
Young People’s Work 
V - r» i \ '
Children's Work
f
General Church Work 
?
Teachers' Courses 
. ' '•t * >
Home Missions
Adult Work Foreign Missions
, *
Fine Arts in Religion
I
Courses consist of four academic years with fifteen hours of credit each 
semester and on© hundred twenty semester hours credit is required for 
graduation. The Bachelor of Religious Education Degree is granted stu- 
dents satisfactorily completing the 120 semester hours of work, and is on
f
an equality in requirements and rating with the Bachelor of Arts or the
^ -t ■ '
Bachelor of Science in secular education. Schools of this type and stan- 
- r* ' . 1
dard will undoubtedly in the very near future rapidly give us efficient
professional training schools for leaders of religious education in all
sections of the country.
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• (!••' 'Grjaliuate Schools.-of Religious ^Education
«< » ,r h t , at i >
With the advent of this new profession comes the demand for
i ... r
graduate schools which will train men and women in the same mastery of
'T. . - » -
facts, conditions,, processes and materials in this profession as those 
who practise -engineering,, medicine, law, theology a*nd eduTc art ion* have 'in 
their .respective»fielda.’s-The’-lnstitutlorr and school 1 ife'’lh* graduate 
school.S" of'‘religious education is very similar to that found in the higher 
secular educational institutions. Professors with the same efficiency 
and preparation and study as those in secular graduate schools are hired
X J aw f '* r «. ■ i V
as teachers; the highest standards and methods are employed in all work 
and requirements; and only the highest grade of work is acceptable for 
degrees. Students enrolling are required to have the 120 semester hours 
of credit for a B. A., B. S. or B. R. E. degree in a recognised educational 
institution. Two degrees are offered by such graduate schools, and are 
sanctioned by the International Committee on Education. The Master’s De- 
gree in Religious Education which corresponds in status and requirements 
to the Master of Arts degree is conferred ai‘ter the completion of a three 
years'-course of study or* 9,0 semester'hours of study In a prdperly ^correlated 
coursej .and the required -lister's Thesis has been accepted .and turned ih 
in .proper; form. Such a course seeks to: .
(1). Give further training ih, methods of study'andt *in the technique of
*
handling ‘'second-hand'* knowledge. » *
* (2) Introdude the student to tha* methods*"uf •r^esearch-and •give ^-prac­
tice in organizing *and' interpheting** "first-Tiand"'^knowledgeirlcldding I'gbora- 
tcrcy, statistical'and chistorical me the del of research.
^3) Give background, pe.rspectiye and point of view.fqr .professional
courses'* •
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(4) Give a comprahensiVa acquaintance “v^ith 'the matter ahd ne'thod of 
specific vocations, i. e., vocational information.
9 «• * i'
(5) ’ Deveiop skill in the application of'vocation^ knowledge to 
specific oases, i» e., practitioner's skill.
^ ' -i ^ 1
These five objectives are secured through the proper distribu­
tion of general or "background” courses, vocational information courses 
and practice oourseff.
The second graduate degree offered by graduate schools of reli­
gious education is the Dbotor’of Religious Education Degree. A candidate 
for such a degree must supply proper evidence that:
(1) He has completed the required work for the B. A., B. S., or 
B. R. E. degree.
(2) He' has cqihpieted'the required work for the M. H. E. degree.
(3) 'He lias had successful 'practice'in the fiel'd'of religious education.
(4) He'has a'working kriowled|e of *the particular'phAse in i^ich he 
seeks his degree, whether it be statisticai, laboratory or other technique.
With those requirements he is eligible for examinations in the fields 
of philosophy, psychology, history, sociology and education. Successful 
passing of these admits the candidate for study for the degree. One year 
of residence work, outlined and properly coordinated under faculty super­
vision, Is then required. At the clcfse of tfii’-year the Doctor's Disserta­
tion, which must be a constructive, study of knowledge .already available in 
this field which yields valuable and practical results or a ^istinot con­
tribution to the field, must he accepted and defended. Besides the
These, five aims of graduate schools are taken for the standards as 
suggested by the International Committee on Education from which further
requirements and subjects of courses can be secured.
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defence ^of the thesis, the candidate must take an Intensive examination 
upon the -varicus- diviaidns of his particul ar .field,, especially, those parts 
which are clcreely related‘to his thesis. Successful- survival of this final 
ordeal is rewarded withethe Doctor :of Religious Educataotv-Degroe which cor- 
responds irr requirements and status t'tf the-Degree of Doctor-o£ Philosophy*.
• • A
D. Religious Education Departments in Schools of
1
' Theology.
Almost all- of our present theological seminariea are reoog- 
nising the place of religioua eduoatioa in the church program and are 
giving their students a background in the field by requiring courses and 
training which will prepare the ministers of the future for the vital task 
of supplying the church with new ideas, ideals and attitudes inculcated by 
the movement. With such men in our pulpits to hold up the ideals and a 
worthy program for inculcating those ideals into character and life, the 
ohuroh of the future will not only have a prophetic vision and outlook.
but will adequately nurture and care for the boys and girls of her member 
ship and the community in such a thorough manner that they will live and 
die for the church and the ideals of Jesus Christ.
III. Aeadetnio Institutions.
Our last general type of training agencies is the Academic In­
stitution, the cultural institution whose objectives do not directly in­
clude vocational or professional equipment. There is a marked increase in 
the number of colleges offering courses in religious education and training 
for such leadership. Colleges of Liberal Arts are already offering courses
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for "^arvice Minora" and "Vocational Majors" in the field of religious 
'"'education, while graduate schools* in some universities are offering re­
search courses in this field. There are many inquiries for teachers^ 
qualified for professorships in such courses. The number especially 
trained for such positions is not sufficient to fill these chairs. ,Such 
a condition givQS assurance of the awakening of our colleges, especially 
the church colleges, to their real task, and that the church of the future 
■will receive a never-ending line^of college-trained leaders. Men and 
women who have the same training in mqrals and religion as in other needful 
lines .will provide a ],eadership in future church educational activities 
which will mean the aocpmplishrwnt of the end for which >hey were .originated.
r
Thus concludes a survey 'of all of the agencies and iridtitutions 
which are available for training the thousands" of necessary leaders for 
making religious' education an efficient' and^ dynamid tnovement in accomplish­
ing its great God-given purpose. May the church o’f the future seek to use 
every available agency in training up such a leadership I
CONCLUSION.
It is apparent from the everyday happenings and accounts which 
wo see and hear of that some provision must bo made for giving training 
in morals and religion to the people of the future. ffe are rapidly per­
fecting a system of secular education for the imparting of the secular 
knowledge and training necessary for good citizenship. But, if that know­
ledge is not controlled and directed by great and high ideals and purposes 
into the proper channels for good citizenship, all secular education is 
little more than useless. It is right and necessary to teach a child 
the value and use-of mhney, property, etc.-, but if at the-same-time, such 
teaching is not accompanied by other teaching, which is just as specific 
and even more vital, on the necessity of trustworthiness and fidelity in 
the use and-handling of that money and property, it will bo*far better for 
society at large if the first'kpowlodge is not given. The educated- 
swindler or crook is by far the more elusive, cunning and*harmful to 
society. Law and force will not remedy disrespect for law; respect for 
law and the will to obey it come from within. Such reSpoct and attitudes 
of right living are a very part of the individual and must be inculcated 
during childhood and the plastic period. Therefore, as a preservative 
Treasure for society, national and church life, ample provision must bo 
made for training to neot these vital heeds for-all Tight living through 






, The public school is forbidden by the 'law of thef separation of
church arid state’to give training in nBrals and religion* Such training 
is the church’*3 job and has been^ turned wholly over to the church. The 
failure to accomplish this task, thus far, is 'evidenced by the instrument 
to which the church 'has entrusted that mission. The Sunday School has 
not been adequate for the task because of half-hearte*d effort and support. 
It has been satisfied to use cast-off methods of the public school, meagre 
equipment and- an inefficient, untrained leadership. Now comes the call 
for an efficient, effective and wo'rthy program for education i'ri. religion 
and morals. The church must comply or give up Her commission to another.
The Tnodem religious education movement rises up as the instru­
ment through which the church can effect this task. It represents methods, 
instruments and standards of the highest rank which compare favorably with 
those of secular education. It provides a system with efficient.time 
schedules, equipment, curriculum and leadership adequate for handling the
* V
task for which it was organized. Time schedules are easily arranged; 
equipment, curricula and methods are in the process of discovery, per­
fection and proof; but the problem of leaders is the item of present con- 
cdrn - th'e leaders who are to use the foriMr instrun»nts. Therefore, the 
gauntlet is thrown down Vo the church to recrriit and train the necessary 
efficient leadership. The movenent is waiting; society is waiting; the 
nations' are waiting; yes, the chu'rch itself is waiting for the necessary 
thousands of trained and effective leaders who can lead in a forward 
movement in religion and nttrals.
In her campaign to supply these leaders, the church will first 
conduct an intensive campaign for informing the public of the movement, 
the need for it and its worthiness and standards. She will then promote
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a system of religious education irhich is open to_ the closest scrutiny in 
every detail and will win over through its efficiency and effectiveness all 
who examine it/''‘Due recognition will be given to leaders in this field; 
their work U calling will he exalted to its proper place in all church 
and co^nity thought and life. The church will demand a college curri­
culum in church schools."at least, which will preserve the Christian ideal 
for service and prepare students for religious leadership in after life. 
She will demand in leaders a;standard of living compatible with the .task 
of leading and directing young life in.the way it-should go; leaders- 
shall he -veritable patterns wonthy of. being fol-lowed. Through the numer­
ous sources-within-the church.,and-community r a-systematic ^campdign will be
conducted for seeking -out prospective headers-, Throu-gh 'the vocational 
guidance movement, or committees with such duties, this work-will be pre­
sented .with -othqr vocatiorm.a-.sra fi-eld fog .part-time^or life service.
In the presentation of this vocation and the search for prospective 
leaders, scientific instruments for analysing personal equipment and the 
different vocations for life service will find a definite place.
Having secured recruits for leadership, the church then has the 
task of training them. In pt-oviding Tor such training and during the 
training of prospective leaders, not only the agencies of training must be 
considered, but also other factors which are vital in a training program. 
The church's obligations to prospectives during training are essential.
The importance of maintaining high standards and thorough training re­
quirements, the importance of encouraging the professional spirit 
among these new members in the profession of Christian leadership, 
and the absolute importance of keeping religious education religious,
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these are factors which deserve place and thought in all systems of 
leadership training. With due consideration to the above factors, the 
church’s final task is the provision for the best possible agencies and 
institutions for training her prospective leeiders. These she will find 
in the long list of agencies which have been sanctioned and standardized 
by a central committee of experts.
This is the task and the process which oonfronta the church 
today, a task which calls for the best in every member and instrument 
employed, a task which ranks with the most worthy, one which will result 
in the uplift of humanity everywhere. Here is the opportunity; here 
is the privilege; here is the responsibility; and here is the only means 
by which the future church may be preserved. It is the commission which 
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